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ABSTR.ACT

THE EFFECTS OF EXPER]MENTER*VERSUS SEIJ'-DEF]NED RTINFORCEMENI

AND LOCUS OF COT{IROT, U?ON REINFORCEME}II EXPECTANCIES

This ÍnvesËigation sought to examine the effects of (a) self-

defined reinforcement levels (b) experimenterodefined reÍnforcement

levels (c) personality locus of conËrol (internals and externals) and

(d) situational locus of control (skill and chance) upon inítia] and

later*long-range reinforcement expectancies,

Príor studies investigating the relationshíp between locus of

control and reinforcement expecËancies have noË taken inËo account how

subjecËs themselves define reinforcement. The present study asked sub-

jecËs to indicaEe on a subjecËive scale (a) how large a percentage of

failures would be required for them to still consider that they had

succeeded (mínimum expectancy for success, min" e"s.) on the task and

(b) hor,¡ small a percentage of successes would be required for them to

sËil1 consider that Ëhey had failed (rnaximum expectancy for failure,

max. e.f") on the task" These self-defined reinforcemenË levels were

two of Ëhe four reinforcemenË schedules included in the present study.

The ocher tvlo \nlere experimenter*defined high (70%) and experimenter-

defíned loh, (30%) reinforcement.

The personality construct of f¡rternal-External Locus of Control

of ReinforcemenL is based on Social Learning Theory and is a generalized

expectancy cutting across many situaËions" The individual who scorest

on Ëhe RoÈËer I-E Scale (Rotter, 1966), as afl ínternal believes that



reinforcements are contíngenË upon his or^rn behavior, while the person

rrzho scores as an exËernal on this sasre scale believes that reinforce-

menLs are controlled by chance, luck, faÉe, or powerful others" The

psychological situation used ín this study was skí11 and chance control

of reinforcement" These r,rere manipulated through verbal ÍnstrucËions

and the nature of the task ítself. The task for all 160 subjecËs üras

performing 40 Ërials on the Nickels Disk-Dropping task. The measure of

initíaL- and later-long-range reínforcement expectancies r¿as obtaíned

through subjects t responses Ëo the question presented to them prior to

each drop of the disk (i"e", On what percentage of all future drops of

the disk do you expect the disk Ëo land as you say iË wíll land?).

Five hypotheses were advanced based on Socía1 Learning Theory and

the Nickels and Tüilliams (1970) study" All of the hypotheses \,/ere con-

fírmed. The results indicate that:

1" SubjecËs under ski11 conditions attributed signíficantly more disk

control to ttskillrr r¿hile subjects under chance conditions attributed

significantly more disk control to ttchancerr (hypothesis one).

2" Skil1 conditions produced significantly hígher ínitial-long-range

reinforcement expecËancies than did chance conditions (hypothesis 2b),

r¿hí1e internality-externality (hypothesis 2a) and leve1 of reinforce-

ment (hypothesis 2c) had no effect upon subjects I ínitial-long-range

reinforcement exPectancies .

3" Ski11 conditions produced significantly higher later-long-range rein-

forcement expectancies Ëhan did chance conditions (hypoËhesis 3b),

higher reinforcements (min" e,s. and 70%) produced significantly
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higher later-long-range reinforcement expecÈancies than did lorr¡er

reinforcements (max. e.f. and 30%; hypothesÍs 3c), and internality-

externality had no effect upon subjects r later-1ong-range reinforce-

ment expectancies (hypothesis 3a).

Internality (hypothesis 4a) and skil1 conditions (hypothesis 4b) both

1ed to subjecËs making sígnificantly hÍgher min. e"s" and max. e"f.

estimates than díd externality (hypothesis 4a) and chance conditions

(hypothesis 4b), r¿hile reinforcement. level had no effect upon sub-

jects? min" e.s. and max. e"f. estimates (hypoLhesis 4c)"

The perception that oners reinforcements indicated success led Lo

signif Ícantly higher later-long-range reinforcement expectancies

than did perceptions Ëhat oneÎs reínforcements indicated failure

(hypothesis 5)"

5.
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CHAPTER I

]NTRODUCTION

One of the extensively investigated concepts in Rotterrs Social

Learning Theory (1954) ís that of locus of control. The construct of

locus of control refers to the location of those causal forces which,

one believes, determine his reinforcemenËs. Such causal forces can be

derived from two sources: (1) oners own personality; or (2) the sit-

uation in which one finds himself. According to Rotter (fgS+) tne

means by whÍch oness personality may influence his expectancy for suc-

cess or reinforcement is: (a) the degree to which that indivídual be-

lieves thaE his reinforcements are within the realm of hís own control,

and indeed, follow as a consequence of his own behavior; or, (b) the

degree to which one believes that his reinforcements are beyond his

control, and thus contingent upon such outer forces as 1uck, chance,

fate, the whims of others, etc. An índividual who believes that he

can control reinforcements regarding his life events is referred to as

an internally oriented individual, while a person who be1Íeves that

facËors outside his control deLermine hÍs reinforcements Ís referred

to as an externally oqiented individual. Such a personal orientation

is considered by RoËter (1954) to be a generalized expectancy for

reinforcement "

In addition to this generaLízed expecLancy for reinforcement '

individual may also find himself Ín a situation in which the locus

control is defined by the Ëask he is performing. For example, one

an

of
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situation may clearly be seen by observers as requiring onets olvïr

abil-ities and capabilities to achieve success, while success in another

situation may be clearly seen by observers as a function of luck

chance, the decision of oËhers, or some other outside force. The

former sítuation is defined as a ski11 situation, while the latter ís

defined as a chance situation.

In reviewing the locus of control literature one discovers that

studies have differed Ín terms of design, results, and conclusions.

Such differences can be found with respect to both the locus of control

personality varíable (internality-externality) and the locus of control

situational variable (ski11-chance)" üIhether an índividual is intern-

ally oriented (internal), externally oriented (external), or somewhere

in between these tT¡zo extremes (mÍddle) has been determined according

to their responses to questionnaires such as Rotterrs I-E control

scale (Rotter, L966) or the James-?hares scale (James , 1957). I¡Ihether

a situation is viewed as skil1 or chance has been determined by in-

structions, the tasks performed by the subjects, or a combination of

these two methods.

rn regards to the locus of control personality variable, a fer,¡

investigators have studied the behavior of subjects defined as intern-

als, middles, and externals (e.g", Bandt, L967; Hountras & Scharf,

L970; Lipp, Kolstoe, James, & Randall, 1968), while others have exclu-

ded the middle group and studied the behavior of extreme ínternal and

extreme external subjects (e.g,, Davis & ?hares , Lg67; phares , 1967;

Ritchie & ?hares, L969)" SËitl other investigators have defíned



internal and external subjects according to whether they were above

or belor¿ the mean or median of f-E scorers (e.g., Julian, Lichtman, &

Rychman, L968; Lefcourt, L967; T,efcourt, Lewis, & Silverman, 1968).

Thus, studies have differed in subject population. Also the scale

used to define subjects as internals or externals has díffered. Some

Ínvestigators have utÍlized the James-Phares Scale (e.g., James, L957;

James, Senn, & Lotsof , 1965; Shepel & trrleíss , I97O; trrialdrip, 1968),

while others have used the Rotter I-E ConLrol Scale (e.g., Davis &

Phares, 1967; Gore & Rotter, L963; JulÍan, Lichtman, & Ryckman, 1968;

McDonald, Tempone, & Simmons, L968; Nickels & Tolen, 1968; Nickels &

!üilliams, L970)" Finally, in terms of subjects, some investigators

have included females only in their studies (e"g., Julian, Lichtman, &

Ryckman, 1968; Nickels & Tolen, L968; Nickels & I.trilliams, L970), others

have included males only (e.g., Davis & Phares, 1967; Hountras & Scharf,

7970), and stil1 others have included both male and female subjects

(e.g., Gore & Rotter, 1963; Phares, L962; Rotter & Ifulry, L965).

Tn regards to the locus of control situational variable, inves-

tigaLions have differed in terms of how skÍll and chance situations

have been defined for subjects. Some experimenters used instructions

(Holden & Rotter, 1958; James, 1957; James & Rotter, 1958; Phares,

1957; Phares, L962), v¡hile others determined skiIl and chance by the

task itself (Bennion, L96L; Lefcourt & Steffy, 1970; Nickels & Tolen,

1968; Nickels & tr{illiams, L970; Rotter, Liverant, & Croume, 1961).

However, even when the task itself defined skill and chancersome in-

vestigators used radically differenE tasks (e.g., Lefcourt & SLeffy,



r970; Rotter, Liverant, & crovrne, r96L), while others used essentially

the same task r¿ith slight variations in procedure (Nickels & Tolen,

L96B; Nickels & triilliams , r97o). Also, in terms of design, investiga-

tors have typically placed internal and external subjects in either a

perceÍved skill or a perceived chance conditíon and have controlled

their reinforcements in terms of percentage of successes and failures

on the training trials (schedules of reinforcement). However, studíes

have differed in the schedules of reinforcement that subjects obtained

during training trials. some investigators have utí1ized only one

1evel of reinforcement (Holden & Rotter, 1962; Phares, 1957), others

have used two levels of reÍnforcement (James & Rotter, 1958; Nickels

& Þùílliams, L970), and stÍl1 other ÍnvestigaËors have included four

1eve1s of reinforcement (Nickels & Tolen, 1968; Rotter, Liverant, &

Crowne , L96l).

Since studies have differed so widely in the kinds of subjects

and the design used, it is not surprÍsíng that inconsistent results

have been found. For example, some investigators have found no differ-

ences between skíll and chance sítuations when acquísition of expect-

ancÍ.es was measured (James & Rotter, 1958), while others found that

success (failure) under skil1 conditions, as compared r¿ith chance con-

dítions, had a greater effect on raisÍng (lowering) expectancies for

future reinforcements (Bennion, 196I; James , L957; Phares , L957;

Rotter, Liverant, & Crowne, L96L).

There have also been inconsistent results when internals and

externals have been placed in incongruent situations, i.e., when



internals have worked under chance conditions and when externals have

worked under ski1l conditions. Sometimes internals in chance situa-

tions have behaved as externals are expected to behave (Davis & Phares,

1967; Lefcourt, Lewis, & Silverman, 1968; Rotter & Mulry, L965), but

in other investigations their behavior has remained typically internal

(Julían, &.Katz, L968; LefcoLlrt, L967). On the oths hand, externals

when placed in skill situations have at times behaved as one would

expect internals to behave (Lefcourt, L967; Lefcourt & Iedwig, L965),

though at other times, they have retained their externality (Davis &

?hares, L967; Julian & Katz, 1968).

Finally, investigators have differed in their conclusions regard-

íng the relative importance of internal-external personalities and

skilL-chance situations in determining subjectst responses on tasks.

Some investigators have concluded that the personality consfruct of

ínternality-externality is a more important factor in determining a sub-

jects' responses than the skiIl-chance situations in which he finds

himself (e"g., ?hares, L965; Seeman, L963; Seeman & Evans, L962),

whereas other st.udies indicate that the stimulus situation may be a

more important factor (Lefcourt & Steffy, L970; McDonald, Tempone, &

Símmons, L970; Nickels & I,Jilliams, L97O)"

Perhaps the above differences in designs, results, and conclu-

sions may be resolved by taking a slightly different approach to the

use of the reinforcemenL variable" None of the above sËudies have

taken Ínt.o account how subjects themselves define reinforcement.

Therefore, the purpose of the presenL study is to shed more light upon



the locus of control variables through an analysis of experimenter-

versus self-defÍned reinforcement.



CHAHTER II

HISTORICAL SIIMMARY

Throughout the history of psychology the variable of reÍnforce-

ment has been an important one. ft has receíved widespread atËention

in and has become an inËegral part of many learning theories. For

example, the concept of reinforcement has been of prime importance for

Thorndike in his Law of Effect Theory, for Skinner in his Operant

Conditioning Theory, for Guthrie in his Contiguous ConditionÍng

Theory, and for Hull in his Systematic Behavior Theory. fË is not the

intention of the wriËer to elaborate on varíous ways reinforcement has

been important to various theorists, but merely to indicate the impor-

tance of this concept.

Expectancv

One approach to reinforcement which has particular relevance

Ëo Ëhe present study involves the concept of exPectancy. Tolman (L932)

presented a viewpoint Ëhat has been referred Ëo as a sign-gestalt,

sign-significate, or expectancy theory, He described the occurrence

of learning in terms of an individual building uP an expectancy that

a given sign in his environment will lead to a given signifícate

(Tolman, L934). The method of acquiríng an expectaËion is that Ì\lith

repeated experience wíth a certain sequerìce of events leading to a

goal the probability Ís discriminated that a certain behavÍor will

lead to the expected final result. The three main aspects of expect-

ancy, for Tolman, are that: (1) the organísm forms exPectancÍes which



are confÍrmed by successes in goal attainment; (2) the indivídual

approaches a situation r¡ith various methods of attack based upon pre-

vious experience, and, (3) when the goal path is blocked, a well

established cognitive structLlre is avaílabIe to the person.

Another researcher who has utilized the concept of expectancy

is Lewin. T,ewin (L926) advocated in his field theory that there is a

tension system necessary for activity and that psychological behavior

depends upon energy related to psychological- tension systems. In

addition, psychological success and failure depend upon ego involvement

in the task at hand, so that if the goal Ís achieved the indivÍdual

feels he has made an accomplíshment that is significant for him and if

he fails he feels defeaLed. Individuals tend to set momentary goals

or levels of aspiration within a range of activities ín which there is

such ego involvement. One's level of aspiration is set, according to

Lewin, and indívíduals differ with respect to thís variable. Lewin al-

so stated that several factors determine oners subjective probabiliËy

for future success and thus the rise in 1evel of aspiratíon. One main

factor appears to be the individualrs past experience in terms of cer-

tain goal aLtainments. Another is oners r,¡ishes for success, fears of

failure, and hÍs expectations with respect to stlccess and failure.

Lewin emphasized the corlcept of subjective probability in onets

estimation of a situation (Lewin, 1951)" Thus, Inlhat is of psychological

importance is the expectations of the subject rather than the objective

expectations presumed to be present on the basÍs of past experience.

Brunswíck, on the other hand, emphasized objective probability in



determining behavior (Brunsink,

makes regarding outcomes and the

termined by the frequency of the

past. events.

1951)" That is, an expectation one

probability of an occLlrrence is de-

occurrence of objectively described

Of particular imporlance to the present study is Rotterrs

Social Learning Theory (L954). He tends to avoid the use of the word

subjective, as LewÍn used it, since it holds the connotatÍon of

introspectÍon and thus is inaccessible to objective measurement.

Objective probabilíty, as Brunswick used it ís one of the major con-

structs advanced by Rotter to estimate internal probability or expect-

ancy (Rotter, L954, p" 107)" In an early study, Rotter (L942b) 1.aLd

the groundwork for his future theory. Subjects l^Iere rewarded for

correcL estimates of their motor performance (1eve1 of aspiratíon) and

punished for incorrect ones" There \^rere several patterns of behavior

that emerged in terms of level of aspiration. One of these patterns

involved subjects who made an average number of shifts in level of

aspiration. These subjects also tended to make more realisËic shifts

in 1eve1 of aspiration (i.e", level of aspiration rises after successes

and drops after failures). Another pattern found r^7as one in whÍch the

subjects made a larger than average number of shifts in level of aspi-

ration. These subjects tended to make more unrealistíc shifts in 1eve1

of aspiration (i"e., level of aspiratÍon drops after successes and

rises after failures).

Rotter (1954) has staEed seven postulates and several corollar-

ies to cLarLfy his theoretical position" The firsË postulate is the
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basic one of a field theory" That is, nthe unit of investigatíon for

the study of personaLity is the interaction of the individual with his

meaningful environment'r (L954, p" 85). In other postulates he empha-

sized the importance of reínforcement effects in permitting predictions

of behavíor" His last postulate sLates that behavior is not only

deEermined by goals and reinforcemenEs but also by the individualts

expectancy that these goals will be achieved"

Rotterrs (1954) basíc concepts include expectancy, reinforcement

value, internal reinforcement, and external reinforcement. RoLter de-

fines expectancy as 'rthe probability held by the individual that a

particular reinforcement will occur as a function of a specific behav-

ior in a specific situationil (1954, p" L07). Thus, expectancy is one

of the basic variables used to predict behavior and the one most apt to

change as a result of ne\¡r experiences" The reinforcement value of any

given exËernal reinforcement, according to Rotter, is tfthe degree to

which preference for any reinforcement occLlrs if the possibility of

their occurring are all equallr (L954, p. 107). Rotter advances the

concept of internal reinforcement to indicate the subject's experience

or perception that an event has occurred which has some value for him,

while external reinforcement ís advanced to indicate the occurrence of

an event that is known to have predictable reinforcement value for the

group or culture to which the subject belongs (L954, p" LLZ)" Thus, a

reinforcement acts to strengthen an expectancy that a cerEain behavior

or event will be a future consequence of LhaL reinforcement. After

such an expectancy has been established, the failure of the reinforce-
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ment to occur will either reduce or extinguish the expectancy. In

addition, when a reinforcement is not seen as a conseguence of oners

own behavior then itrs occurrence will not increase an expectancy as

greatly as íf it is viewed as being contingent upon oners own behav-

ior. For Rotter, individuals differ in the degree to which they

attribute reirlforcemenLs t.o their own action and this locus of control

depends to a great extent upon theír history of reinforcement.

locus of Control

One of the most important variables derived from Rotterrs

Social Learning Theory (L954) ís that of the locus of control con-

struct. Briefly, the basic hypoLhesis in Social Learning Theory is

that if an individual sees a reirrforcement as due to his own behavior,

then the occLrrrence of either a success (or failure) will strengthen

(or weaken) the potential for that behavior Lo occur in the same or

similar situations. If one sees the reinforcement as being unavaílable

to his control, then the behavior is less lÍke1y to be strengthened or

weakened. Thus, learning under the one reinforcement condiLion is

expected to be different from learning under the oEher " SpecifÍc ex-

pectancies with respect to causality of behavior-outcome sequences in

various situations tend to affect the choice of behavior displayed to

a significant degree.

Rotter and his colleagues have recognized that a measure of

locus of control (causal forces) *"y be derived from: (a) onets ohm

personality or (b) the situations in which one finds himself. One of

the ways Ehat an individualrs personalíty may influence his expectancy
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is the degree to which the individual believes thaË generaLLy rein-

forcements follow as a corisequenceof his own behavior, or the degree

to which one believes that these reinforcements are generally conLin-

gent upon external forces such as luck, fate, chance, powerful others,

etc. A person with the former orientation is defined as being

internally oriented, while a person with the latter orúentation is de-

fined as being externallv oriented. Onets ovm personal orientation

toward the source of his reinforcement is considered, by Rotter (L954),

to be a generalized expectancy which operates across a very large

number of situations and relates to whether an individual assumes thaE

he can or cannot exert povrer to influence his life events" One may

noL only have a generaLized expectancy for reinforcement but he may

also find himself in a situation vrhich clearly defines the locus of

control for him" For example, the task one performs may be typically

seen by a Large segment of the population as yielding success or fail-

ure based on orrets otrnrrr capabilities, while another task may be seen as

yielding success or faílure based on forces outside oners own control.

The former task is defined as a ski1l situation, while the latler is

defined as a chance situation.

Internals and externals have been shown to differ in a varíety

of behaviors" For example, Lefcourt (L967 ) demonstrated that internals

base their expectancy for future success upon past experiences on a

task while externals tend not to do this. Thus, internals profit by

past performance while exLernals do not, they learn more rapidly than

do externals, and they tend to make less unusual shifLs ( i.e., raising
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theír expectancíes after failure and lowering them after success) than

externals" Thus, in terms of acquisítion of expectancies, internals

and externals seem to differ" In addition, inLernals apparently dif-

fer from externals in other v¡ays" For example, they tend more often

to forget failure experiences (Efran, L963), to resist subtle influ-

ence (Gore, L962), to avoid cheating (Johnson, L970), to shun risk-

taking behavior (Liverant & Scodel, L96O), to maintain their attitLlde

with a high prestige conrnunicaËor (Ritchie & Phares, L969), to prefer

skill rather than chance activities (Schneider, 1968), Lo be more

concerned with their performance on clearly skill-det.ermíned tasks

(Julian, Lichtman, & Ryckman, L96B), and to persist longer at a task

(Shepel & i,'Ieiss, L970). Internals also tend to perceive themselves

quite differently than externals perceive themselves" Hersch and

Scheibe (L967 ) found that internals describe themselves as clever,

efficient, independent, clear-thinking, insightful, organLzed, and

self-confident, while externals perceive themselves in opposite ways.

Fínally, internals describe themselves as active, striving, achieving,

powerful, and independent, while externals describe themselves as

inactive, non-achieving, pohTerless, and dependent.

?erformance under ski11 conditions has been shoi¿n to differ

from performance under chance conditions. For example, with respect to

acquisition of expectancies, several investigators have found that

success (or failure) under skill conditions, as compared with chance

conditions, "has: a greater effect on raising (lowering) expectancies

for future reinforcement (Bennion, L96L; James , Lg57; ?hares , L957;
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Rotter, Liverant, & crowne, 196r). rn addition, subjects! performance

under skíl1 and chance conditÍons have differed in other respecËs as

i¿e1I" For example, skill conditions lead to: a tendency toward

hígher expectancies (I,rIaldrip , L968); reversals in the effects of rein-

forcement (Phares, L957); greater Ínitial and long range rei.nforcement

expectancy scores (Níckels & irlÍlliams, I970); greater generalizatÍon of

expectancy from task to task (James, 1957); greater ability to cope wiËh

threatening situations through increased perceptual behavior (Phares,

1962); and less resistance to extinction of expectancies (Holden &

Rotter, 1958) than do chance conditions. Thus, individuals working

under ski11 conditions seem to predict their future performance on the

basis of their past experience with Ëhe task, to learn more rapidly,

and to have higher expectatÍons for future success than do subjects

working under chance conditions.

Rationale and Statement of the Problem

As indicated in the IntroducËion numerous differences have been

found in designs used, results found, and conclusions dral,rn. Since

reinforcement is one of the main variables ín these studies, the pre-

sent investigation is concerned chiefly with extending the analysis of

reinforcement expectancy under the assumption that by better utilizing

the reinforcement variable these previous difficulties can be remedied.

In none of the studies have subjects been given reÍnforcements accord-

ing to their ornrn views of what, to them, represents success or failure

on a task. Rotter (1966) has indícated that the value of a reinforce-

menË to the indivídual is imporËant ín determining behavior as well as
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the expectancy that certain behavior will lead to the attainment of a

particular reinforcement. Thus, perhaps whaË the experimenLer assumes

to be reinforcÍng for the subject may not actually be. For example,

one indivídual may regard 60% correct predicLions as indicative of

success for hÍm on that particular task, whíle another individual may

feel that he needs 80% correct predictions before he would consider

thaË he has succeeded on the task" The aim of the present study is to

determine (a) how large a percentage of failures is required for the

subject to stil1 consider that he has indeed succeeded i.e., the minimum

expecËancy for success (min. e"s.) on the task, and (b) how small a

percentage of successes is reguired for the subject to consider that he

has indeed failed i.e., maximum expectancy for failure (max. e"f.) on

the task. These self -defined reinforcement schedules are t\,/o of the

four reÍnforcement schedules included in the present study. The other

tT¡ro are experimenter-defined high (70%) and experimenter-defined low

(30"/") reinforcement. The question asked in the present study is as

follows: "if an Índividual is given the opportuníty to define what Ís

reinforcíng for hím and then ís given a comparable reinforcemenL in

terms of successes and failures on the trials, will he behave on this

task in the same manner as other subjecÈs for whom the experimenter

chose the reinforcement schedule?rl

Three investigations with relevaTÌce for the present, study have

utilized the concept of self-defined expectancy. Heath (1959) defined

an expectancy as that score Ëhe subject predicts he will make in a

specific task" That is, he asked subjects the score they expected to
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geÈ on a vocabulary Èest which they subsequently took" The experimen-

ter then reported falsified scores that were above (success) or below

(failure) the subjectrs stated vocabulary expectancy. on the other

hand, as a basisfur manipulating success and failure on a task, Jessor

(1954) used a score (mÍnimum goal) which the subjecr had already

índicated would be the lowest one he would sti1l be satisfied with

getting. This experimenter also gave the subject a falsÍfied perform-

ance score v¡hÍch \^ras a specified number of points above or belor¿ the

minimum goal in an attempt to assure that success or failure r,t/as

defined within the subject !s ourn framework rather than arbÍtrarily.

Finally, Chance (1959) asked the subject to write down his estimates of

the scores he thoughthe r,ras most like1y to make on each of two tests.

Just as in the other two studies, falsified feedback was given to the

subject either by adding seven or fourteen points to the score the sub-

ject estimated he would make on the first test (an ink blot test).

The subject was then asked to reexamine and re-esËimate what he thought

he might make on the second test (a word association test). All three

of these studies T¡7ere concerned with the effects of generalization of

expectancies.

The present study differs from the above three studies in sever-

al ways: the main purpose of the present study r.¡as to investigate the

effects of reinforcement on behavior with respect to locus of control

orientation and skil1-chance situations rather than the effects of

generaLization of expectancies; in two of the four groups, the rein-

forcements expected by the subject hrere those they received; and no
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feedback was stated by the experimenter since the subject could ob-

serve his own successes and faílures as he performed Ehe task"

The investigation most closely related to the present study is

the one by Nickels and üIi11íams (1970). This investÍgation used rhe

Nickels disk-dropping apparatus to test the effects of levels of rein-

forcement (25% and 75%), subject locus of conErol (internals and ex-

ternals), and situation locus of control (skí1l and chance) on long

range and next trial predÍctions of success in disk-dropping. The

results indicated that ski11 conditions and high-reinforcements both

increase long range reinforcement expectancies and decrease the number

of next trial expectancy shífts. They also suggest that the stimulus

situation (ski11-chance) may be more important than the personality

construct (internality-externality) in influencing such expectancies

r¿hen the skill/chance nature of the t.ask is highly strucËured. The

presenË study assumed that thÍs latter suggestion \^ras accurate when the

task was clearly perceÍved by the subject as skí11 or as chance, r^/hen

ít used the same apparatus and task, and when it involved the same

level of reinforcement. Such a view is supported by Davis and Phares

(1967 ) and Rotter (1966). The present study differs from the Nickels

and I¡Ií1liams investígation (1970), however, in that reínforcement levels

oËher than Ëhose defined by the experimenter were used. In other words,

it examined the effects of Ëwo additional levels of reinforcement í"e.,

the self-defined minímum expecËancy for success (min e.s.) and the

maxirm:m expecËancy for failure (max. e.f.)" The tv/o experimenter-

defined reínforcement 1eve1s used in the present study were 707" and
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30%. These reinforcement levels were selected for two reasons: (1)

because it ís easÍer to control for reinforcements when they are ex-

pressed Ín terms of 10 percent levels of reinforcement (rather than

levels such as 257",55%, etc"); and, (2) so that the results of the

present study could better be compared wíth Ëhose of the Nickels and

lüilliams (i970) study which used 25% and 75% reinforcements. From this

last study various hypotheses have been derived.

Hvpothes es

Previous research indicates that individuals workíng under ski11

conditions on the Nickels Disk Dropping Task believe that it is a

ski1l task, while subjects workíng under chance conditions believe that

it is a chance task. Therefore:

(1) If the tasks are believable in terms of chance and skill
conditions, then subjects under skil1 conditions will attribute a
greater proportion of disk control to ttskillrü factors, while sub-
jects under chance conditions will attribute a greater proportion
of disk control to trchancett f actors.

Previous research indicates that when the task is clearly defíned

as ski11 or chance, the effect of the personality variable (internal-

external) on expectancy is minimized. Also factors such as skill con-

dÍtions and higher reinforcements facÍlitate learning. Therefore, the

following predictÍons can be made regarding subjects r long range rein-

forcement expectancies before any of these expectancies have been

confírmed by feedback. Therefore:

(2a) If the task is clearly defined as ski1l or
initial-long-range reínforcement expectancies for
exËernals will not differ significantly.

(2b) If the task is clearly defined as ski11 or

chance, Èhe
internals and

chance, the
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initial-long-range reinforcement expectancies for subjects under
skí11 conditíons wÍll be higher than for those subjecËs under
chance conditÍons.

(2c) ff no reinforcements have been previously receíved, the
initial-long-range reinforcement expectancies will not díffer
sígnÍficantly for subjects under max. e.f., 30%,70% or mÍ:n. e.s
1evels of reinforcement.

rf the effects of the personality variable are minimized in a

clearly defíned skil1 versus

adequate feedback, and ski1l

following predíctions can be

forcement expectancies after

feedback. Therefore:

chance task and Íf higher reinforcements,

conditions facilitate learning, then the

made regarding subjects û long range rein-

these expectancíes have been confÍrrned by

or chance, the
internals and ex-

or chance, the
subjects under

subjects under

(3a) If the task is clearly defined as skill
later-long-range reinforcement expectancies for
ternals will not differ significantly.

(3b) If the task is clearly defined as ski1l
later-long-range reinforcement expectancies for
skill conditions will be higher than for those
chance conditions.

(3c) If higher reinforcements and adequate feedback faciliËate
learning, Ëhe later-long-range reinforcement expectancies for those
subjects under min. e.s. and 70"/" reinforcement levels will be
higher thanfor those subþcts under max. e.f. and 30% reinforcement
1eve1s.

If internals hold higher expecËaÉions of themselves in terms of

their capabilities than do externals; if skil1 conditions lead to

higher expectancies than chance conditions; and, if reÍnforcement has

not been operating when the min. e.s. and max. e"f" estimates are made,

then the following predictions can be made regarding subjectst min. e.s.

and max" e.f. esËimations" Therefore:

(+a1 ff internals hold higher expectaËions of themselves Ëhan
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do externals in terms of their capabÍlÍties, than internals will
make higher mÍn. e.s. and max. e.f. estimates than will externals"

Ga¡ If skil1 conditions lead to higher expectations than do
chance conditÍons, then subjects under skil1 conditions will make
higher min. e"s. and max. e.f. estimates Ëhan will subjecËs under
chance condÍtions "

(4c) If reÍnforcement is noË operating at the time the min. e.s.
and max" e.f. estimates are made, then reinforcement will have no
effect upon min. e.s. and max. e.f" estimaËions"

It may appear Íntuitívely plausible that indÍvídua1s who believe

they are succeeding on a task will perform similarly to those acÈua1ly

attaining high levels of reinforcement. Therefore:

(5) Those subjects who perceive themselves as frequently suc-
ceeding will have higher long-range reinforcement expectancies
than those subjects who perceive themselves as frequently failing
(regardless of the percentage of objectively administered reinforce-
ment ) "
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METHOD

ËpÞi."tg

The subjecËs \,zere female introductory psychology studenLs from

the University of }4anitoba who voluntarily participated in Ëhe study as

a part of their course requirement" Several hundred subjects were ad-

mÍnistered the Rotter Internal-External Control Scale (I-n Scale; Rotter,

1966) as one part of a mass testing session one month prior to the ex-

perimenËal session" The I-E Scale is a 29 item forced choÍce test

measuring an individual 1s generalízed expectancy about how reinforce-

ment is controlled, that is, whether by ínternal (self-oriented) or

exËernal (other, luck, chance, or fate oriented)" The I-E Scale is

scored Ín terms of the total number of external choices selected, so

that a high score indicates an external expectancy and a low score an

inËernal expectancy" A copy of thís scale is located in Appendix A.

From Ëhe large number of subjects tested B0 who scored I or be-

1ow were selected as internally oriented subjects and 80 who scored 11

or above were selected as externally oriented subjects"

Apperatus end T_gåk

The apparatus used ín this sËudy was the Nickels Disk Dropping

Apparatus described in the Nickels and Tolen study (1968). A photo-

graph of this apparatus is located in Appendix B. k 2N irnch diameter

cup r,/as attached to the countertop of a small suitcase. The task was

for Ëhe subject Lo anticipate(predict for the ski11 condition and guess
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for the chance condition) how a dísk the síze of, a quarter would land

when it was dropped from a heÍght of 15 cm" above the cup as indicated

by a plastic rule extendíng upward from the cup. The disk was marked

ttA" on one side, and'Ett on the other" A1 1 subjects participated in

Éhe same task buË under eíther skil1 conditions or chance conditions.

Subjects working under the skÍ11 condition dropped the disk themselves

from their hand into the cup. In addition, subjects r¡rere 1ed to

believe, Ehrough a demonstration by the experimenter, of how the task

worked and through instructions, that the landing of Ëhe dÍsk r,{7as a

function of Eheir skí11 in disk dropping. The detailed instructions

given to subjects under the skil1 condítion are located in Appendix C"

Subjects working under the chance conditíon r¡rere noË permitted to drop

the disk themselves. fnstead the experimenter placed the disk into a

container, shook it, and then dropped it into the cup. In addítion,

these subjects were led to belÍeve, through a demonstratÍon, by the

experimenter, of how the task worked and through instructions, that the

landing of the disk was a function ofchance" The detailed instructions

given to subjects under the chance condition are located in Appendix D"

0n the basis of the insËructions and the procedure, E apparently

had no control of the dísk landing or knowledge of how the disk must

land for a subject to either succeed or faíl in her prediction. In

acËuality, the experimental disk r¡ras a magnet, and an electromagnet

was situated under the cup. SubjecËs indicated their predictions by

placing the black indícator block into separate compartments marked rtArt

or ItBt', respectively. The polarity of the electromagnet r,zas determined
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by hidden microswitches in each prediction compartment so that \^rhat-

ever the subject predícted would nol occur on that trial" (In order

to insure that the subject did not Lhink the experimenter controlled

the outcome, the prediction compartments vrere screened from the

experimenterrs vÍew.) To make reinforcement possible (success by

predicLing correctl-y), the entire switching arrangement could be re-

versed by means of a signal from a hidden transmitter ín the experi-

menËerrs clipboard to a smal1 receiver hidden within the suitcase.

Des ign

The 160 subjecEs were randomly plaeed in one of sixteen groups

according to (a) their test results (internal or external), (b) their

tasks (ski11- or chance), and (c) their reinforcemenls (min" e.s., 70%,

max. e.f", or 30%). The subjects were given 40 trials on the Nickels

Disk-Dropping task (since the outcome for Tríal 1 Ís shown in the

Itlast-Trialrr column for Tri-al 2, the last reinforcement is indicated

as Trial 41 on the data col-lection sheet)" Other Ëhan on this data

colLection sheet (Appendix G), reinforcements were identified with the

trials they reinforced. One extra triaL beyond the 40 was given in

order to provide the subject ruith a success on her last tría1. Trials

number 1, 11, 2L, and 3L (as well as extra Trial 41) were all successes

for all subjects and Trials number 10, 20,30, and 40 r¿ere failures

for all subjects. The exact percentage of reinforcement was adminis-

tered within each block of ten trials (e"g,, if a subject vlere to

receíve 2O% reinforcement he woul-d have obtained 2 successes at the end

of Trial L0, 4 successes at the end of T.rLaL 20, 6 successes at the end
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of Trial 30, and B successes at the end of Trial 40)" In addition to

the experimenter-defined reinforcement 1evels (70% and 30%), data were

available at the conclusÍon of the study for each subject in regards

to her: (a) locus of control orientation (internal or external); (b)

stimulus situation (skill or chance); and (c) self-defined reinforce-

menË expectancies (min. e"s. and max. e.f.). Data were also available

for each subject in regards to her experimental behavior: (a) pre-

and post-experimental skill-chance factor aËtribution; (b) initial-

long-range reinforcement expectancies; (c) later-long-range reinforce-

ment expectancies; and (d) degree of suspiciousness regarding the

apparatus, the procedure, and the experimenterrs activities during the

experiment. No predictions were made with respect to the suspicious-

ness of the subjects" The awareness question was constructed by the

experÍmenter and was included primarily Eo determine whether or not

the subjects had,, indeed become aware that the experimenter is control-

ling their successes and failures" Any subject who was suspicious \^Ias

excluded from the study.

?ro cedur e

The subject vras escorted to the experímental room and introduced

to the Nickels Disk Dropping Apparatus and Task" This was accomplished

by verbal instructions and demonstrations of the task" (See Appendix

C for decailed instructions given to subjecLs under skí1l conditíons

and Appendix D for those given lo subjects under chance condítions).

The subject r^ras then asked to complete the pre-experimental attribution

questionnaire. This questionnaire deals with what factors she believes
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contributes to such a task as this one ín terms of attributing certaÍn

percentages to each of l0 statements including skill-determined and

chance-determined factors. A copy of this questíonnaire is located

in Appendix E" The next request made of the subject T¡ras to complete

the success-failure est.imate sheeË. Thís scale l^ras used to indicate

(a) the largest percentage of failures the subject could obtain and

stilL consider that she had succeeded (min. e.s.) and (b) the smallest

percentage of successes she could obtain and sti11 consider that she

had failed (max. e"f.) on the task. A copy of the success-failure

estÍmate sheet used to record min e.s. and max. e.f. data is located

in Appendix F. The experimenter glanced at this scale and then placed

it out of sight.

Príor to the first trial, as well as all future trials, the sub-

ject was asked to indicate on what percentage of all future trials she

expected the disk to land as she said it would land. The experimenter

recorded this expectancy estimate on the data collection form used to

record (a) the subjectrs expectancies prior to each trial, (b) the A or

B disk side that came up, and (c) the subjectts success or failure out-

come. A copy of this data collection form is located in Appendix G.

A copy of the schedules of reinforcement (i.e", success and failure

trials) *ay be found in Appendix H. After completion of Ëhe 40 trials,

the subject \,üas asked to indicate orr the post-experÍmental atEribution

questionnaire what factors she believed had contributed to such a task

as the one she had just performed, A copy of this questionnaire is

located in Appendix I. Following the completíon of the post-experimental
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attributíon questionnaire, the subject was asked to complete the

a\¡/areness questionnaire. This questionnaire was designed to ascer-

tain whether or not (a) the subject r¡zas avrare of the fact that the

experimenter controlled the landing of the dísk and (b) the subject

considered herself to be a success on the task. A copy of the avare-

ness questionnaire is located in Appendix J"

Finally, the subject was debriefed. This involved two stages

with the first stage being a general explanation of the study given to

the subject i¡rrnediately after her completing the awareness qLlestion-

naire" She \,üas then told that a letter would be sent to her informing

her of the results of the study, her part in ít, and a more complete

description of the aims of the study" This letter constitutes the

second stage of the debriefing. A copy of this letter is located in

Appendix K" The subject \nras then thanked for her participation in the

experiment and shown out of the experimental room.
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RESULTS

Believabilitv of the Task

The test of hypothesis one \¡/as made by means of analysis of

variance (three-way) on pre- and post-experimental factor atËribution,

This analysis yields internal-external control person conditions

(df = 1), skill-chance conditions (df = 1), and four reinforcement

conditions (min. ê.sor 70%, max. e.f., and 30%: df = 3) as main

effects wíth three double interactions (one df = I and two dfts = 3),

one triple interaction (df = 3), and a within cells error term (df =

L44) "

The dependent variable for testíng this hypothesis was the per-

centage of control attributed to skill on the one hand, and to chance

and luck on the other, when subjects fill out the attribution question-

naires" The ratings of the pre- and post-experimental questionnaires

for each locus of control condition !¡ere expected to indícate thaË

those subjects under ski11 conditions attribute a greater proportion

of disk control to trskill", while those subjects under chance condi-

tions should aLtribute a greater proportion of disk control Ëo ttchancerr

facËors 
"

As predicted, subjects working under ski11 conditions attributed

significantly more control to rrskillrt, while subjects working under

chance conditions attributed significantly more control to rrchancett

and illuckrt on boËh the pretesË and Posttest questionnaires"
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On the pretest attribution guestionnaire, subjects in the

chance conditions attributed, on the average, a greater percentage of

disk control to chance and luck factors (77 "L5) than subjects in the

skill condÍtions (15"52). (See Table 1)" On this same questionnaire,

subjects in the skill condition attributed, on the average, â greater

percentage of disk control to skill factors (10.88) than subjects in

the chance condition (0"51)" (See Table 2). Analysís of variance

confirms that the above mean differences are statistically significant"

That is, subjects in the chance condiËion did attribute significantly

greater disk control to chance and luck than did subjects in the ski1l

condition (E = 676.98, P< .001, 9 = .90). (See Table 3)" Further-

more) subjects in the skill condition attributed significantly greater

disk control to skill than subjects in the chance condiËion (F = 35"27,

p( .001, e = .42)" (See Table 4).

On the posttest attribution questionnaire, subjects in the

chance condition attributed, on the averagê, â greater percentage of

disk control to chance and luck factors (75.99) than subjects in the

skil1 condition (15"11). (See Table 5). On this same q¡restionnaire,

subjects in the skill condition attributed, on the average, a greater

percentage of disk control to skilI factors (11.63) than subjects in

the chance conditions(0"64)" (See Table 6)" Analysis of variance

confirms that the above mean differences are sËatistically significant"

That is, subjects in the chance condition did aLtribute significantly

greater disk control to chance and luck than did subjects in the skill

condition (F = 406.72, p-< "001, g = "83). (See Table 7). Further-
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TAB],E 1

Means and Standard Deviations for ?reLest Chance-Luck Attribution

Condition N X S.D.

skill
Chance

BO

BO

L5 "52
77 "15

l-3.64

16. 1B

Internal
External

BO

BO

46"s7

46 "L0

34 "37
34.49

Min. e. s "

70%

30%

Max. e"f"

40

40

40

40

47 "32
47 "38
49 "77
40.88

33 ,31

36"76

34"34

33 "43

TABI,E 2

Means and Standard Deviations for ?ret.est Skí11 Attribution

Condition S "D;

skill
Chance

BO

80

10. BB

0.51

Is"34
2"L9

Internal
External

BO

BO

6 "07
5"31

11.15

13.03

Min. e. s .

70%

30%

Max" e"f"

40

40

40

40

9"00

5.00

3.6s

5"13

L4"29

11"88

9 "33
L2 "L7
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TABLE 3

Analysis of Variance for Pretest Chance-l,uck Attributíon

Source MSdf

Skil1-Chance (Sk-Ch)

Internal-External (I-E)
Reinforcement (R)

SkxI
SkxR
IxR
SkxIxR
I^IithÍn Cells

Total

1

1

3

1

3

J

J

L44

Ls9

rs1905. 37

8.95

s82.85

24.41

88.74

L52.L7

L84"70

224 "39

$l$.)$Jcx>u

0. 04

2.60

0. 11

0.40

0"68

0.82

*J<* p < "001

TABLE 4

Analysís of Variance for ?retest Ski11 AttrÍbuLion

Source MSdf

Ski11-Chance (Sk-Ch)

Internal-External (I-E)
Reinforcement (R)

SkxI
SkxR
IxR
SkxIxR
Within Cel-ls

Total

I
1

3

1

J

3

J

L44

159

4295.25

23 "26
2L2 "L7

2.26

L90 .7 6

31. 59

34"92

tzL.7 7

JJ "lJrcJc",s

0. 19

L.7 4

0 "02
7.57

0 "26
0 "29

*** P < .001
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TABLE 5

Means and Standard Deviations for Posttest Chance-Luck Attribution

S "D.

skil1
Chance

BO

BO

15. 11

7 5.99

L7.20

22 "3L

Internal
External

80

80

44"70

46 "40

36 "90
36"1s

Min" e.s.
70%

30%

Max" e.f.

40

40

40

40

4L"57

42.63

s7 .38

40.63

36.86

36.94

36 "36
34.20

TABTE 6

Means and standard Deviations for posttest ski11 AttrÍbution

^ S "D.

ski11

Chance

BO

BO

11"63

0 "64

L6 "20
2. B0

Internal
External

BO

80

6. 11

6 "Ls

10"s3

14.85

Min" e.s.

7 07"

30%

Max. e.f.

40

40

40

¿+O

7 .63

4 "O5

4"L7

8"10

LL.49

T2.98

LO "72
15.60
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TABIE 7

Analysis of Variance for Posttest Chance-Luck Attribution

Sour ce df MS

Skil1-Chance (Sk-Ch)

Internal-External (I-E)
Reinforcement (R)

SkxI
SkxR
IxR
SkxIxR
Lrlithin Ce1ls

Total

1

1

3

I
J

J

J

L44

1s9

L48230 "38
LTs.]B

25L2 "68
L25.82

68 "4L
L4s "30
595.11

364.4s

QQ$ "J /*tcrt

0 "32
6 

" 
BgifJ.r

0.35

0" 19

0.40

L.63

*:'rp ( .01
:'r"x*p ( "001

TAB].E 8

Analysis of Variance for Posttest Ski1l Attribution

Sour ce MSdf

Skill-Chance (Sk-Ch)

Internal-External (I-E)
Reinforcement (R)

SkxI
SkxR
IxR
SkxIxR
trIithin Cells

Total

1

1

J

1

3

3

J

r44

159

4829.00

0"06

L62 "7 L

63,7 5

L55.92

46 "6L
71"67

L3B "7 4

J{. $ fc"*:k

0"00

L.L7

0.46
1 1t

0.34

0 "52

:kt';Js p < "00 I
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more, subjects in the ski11 condition attributed significantly greater

disk control to skill than did subjects in the chance condition

(F = 34"81, p<.001, ê = "42)" (See Table 8)" As indicated in Table

7 a sLgni-ficant reinforcement effect \,ras found on the posttest attri-

bution questionnaire for chance and luck factors (F = 6"89, p( "01,

e = "13). Further analysís (see Appendix L) revealed that subjects

working under the experimenter-defined low (30%) reinforcement schedule

attributed significantly more disk control to rfchance'r and "luckr¡ than

did subjects working under: the experimenter-defined high (70%); the

sel-f-defined minimum expectancy for success (min. e"s.); and the self-

defined maxímum expectancy for failure (max. e.f.) conditions. There

rr\7ere no sígnificant differences among Lhese latter three reinforcement

condítions.

InitÍa1-Long-Range Reinforcemenl ExpecËancies

Tests of hypothesís two were made by means of analysis of vari-

ance (three-way) on long range reinforcement expectancies" This

analysis yields internal-external person conditions (df = 1), skill-

chance conditions (df = 1), and four reinforcement conditions (min. €.s.:

70%, max" e.f., and 307.; df = 3), as main effects with three double

interactions (one df = 1 and two dfts = 3), one triple interacLion

(df = 3), and a within cells error term (df = L44)"

For all of the tests of this hypothesis, the dependent variable

\.^/as the subjectsr sËated expectancies for success on all future trials

prior to the first drop of the disk as ¡:êcorded on Lhe data collection

form (see Appendix G)" Hypothesis 2a may be formulaËed as: there will
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be no significant differerrces betr,¡een internal and external subjects

in theír initial-long-range reinforcement expectancÍes" Hypothesis

2b may be formulated as: those subjects under skill conditions will

state higher initial-long-range reinforcement expectarì.cies than those

subjects under chance conditions. HypothesLs 2c may be formulated as:

there will be no significant dífferences between subjectsr initial-

long-range reinforcement expectancies under the varÍous levels of rein-

forcement (min. ê.s.¡ 7O%, 30%, or max. e.f.).

The means and standard deviations for initial-long-range rein-

forcement expectancies (Trial L) are locaËed in Table 9 and the analysis

of variance results for this dependent variable are located in Table 10"

As predicted, the only signifícant effect v/as that for the skill-chance

conditions. Subjects under skill conditions stated significantly

higher initial-long-range reinforcement expectancies than did subjects

under chance condit.ions (F = 7 "03, p ( "01, e = .20). Since the task

lras clearly seen as skil1 or chance (see the previous discussion on

hypothesis 1), it was anticipaLed thaL the internal-ext.ernal personality

variable would have little or no effect upon iniËia1-long-range rein-

forcemenL expectancies. This prediction was supported (F = 2.46, ns)

as well as the prediction that since no reinforcement had been received

as yet, reinforcement effects would be insignificant (F - 0.25, ns)"

Later -Long-Range Reinforcement Expectancies

The tests of hypothesis three were made by means of analysis of

variance (three-way) on long-range reinforcemenL expectancies. This

analysís yields inËernal-external person conditions (df = 1), ski11-
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TABIE 9

Means and Standard Deviations for
Reinforcement Expectancies

InitÍa 1-Long -Range
(Trial l)

Condition XN S "D.

ski 11

Chance

BO

BO

4.99

4"38

r"65

L"L6

Internal
Externa 1

BO

80

4.86

4 "50

1.55

L.34

Min" e"s.

70%

30%

Max" e"f"

40

40

40

40

4"s2

4.72

4"80

4 "67

L.62

r.32

I.52
1.38

TABLE 10

Analysis of Variance for Initial-Long-Range Reínforcement
Expectancies (Trial 1)

Source MSdf

Ski1l-Chance (Sk-Ch)

Internal-External (I-E)
ReinforcemenL (R)

SkxI
SkxR
IxR
SkxIxR
I^iíthin Ce lls

Total

1

1

3

1

J

J

3

L44

L59

15. 01

5.26

0.s4

0. 16

0.29

I.2L
0.90

2"L4

/ " QJ^ú:t

2"46

0.25

0.07

0.L4

0. 56

0 "42

*-*r p ( .01
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chance conditions (df = 1), and four reinforcement conditions (min"

eos., 7O%, max" e.f., and 30%; df = 3) as main effects wÍth three

double interacLÍons (one df = l and two dfts = 3), oTr.e triple interac-

tion (df = 3), and a wiËhin cells error term (df = L44)"

For all of these tests of this hypothesis, the dependent vari-

able was the subjectsr stated expectarrcies for success on all future

trials with the estimate obtained immediately after the disk drop on

Trials 2 (after one success and no failures), 10,(after the first

appropriate level of reinforcement has been administered), 20 (after

completion of half of the training trials), and 40 (after completion

of all the training trials). Hypothesis 3a may be formulated as:

there will be no significanË differences bet\^reen internal and external

subjects in their later-1-ong-range reinforcement expectancies. Hypo-

thesis 3b may be formulated as: those subjects under skill conditions

will state higher later-long-range reínforcenent expectancies than

those subjects under chance conditions. Hypothesis 3c may be formulated

as: those subjects working under min. ê.s.: and 70% reinforcement

levels will show higher later-1ong-range reinforcement expectancies

than Lhose subjects working under max. e"f. and 30% reinforcement

levels 
"

The means and sLandard deviations for the later-1ong-range rein-

forcement expectancies on Trials 2, 10, 20, and 40 are located in

Tab1es 11, 12, 13, and 14, respectively" The analysis of variance

results for Trials 2, 10, 20, and 40 are located in Tables 15, L6, L7,

and 18, respectively" As predicted, the later-long-range reinforcement
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TABIE 11

Means and Standard Deviations for
Reinforcement Expectancies

Later -Long -Range
(TriaL 2)

Condition XN S.D.

ski11

Chance

80

BO

< ,o

4"4L

L.49

1. 15

Internal
Exlernal

BO

BO

s"05

4"65

L"47

L.29

Min. e"s.

7 0"/"

30%

Max. e. f.

40

40

40

40

4"80

4"88

4. B0

4 "92

L"73

L.2B

1.38

1. 19

TABLE 12

Means and Standard Deviations for
Reinforcement Expec tancies

Later-l,ong-Range
(Trial 10)

Condition X S .D.

ski1l
Chance

BO

80

5"38

4"4L

1. B0

1. 30

Internal
External

80

80

5,06

4.72

7"73

1. 53

Mín. e.s.

70%

30%

Max" e"f.

40

40

40

40

5.38

5.92

3"87

4.40

1.Bl

L"27

r.26

1"35
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TABI,E 13

Means and Standard Deviations for
Reinforcement Expectancies

Later -Long-Range
(Tria1 20)

Condition X S .D.

skil1
Chance

BO

BO

s.52

4.3s

2.06

1. 60

Internal
External

80

80

5. 05

4.82

2 "04
1. 81

Min. Êns.

70%

30%

Max e.f.

40

40

40

40

s"77

6 "30
3"50

4 "L7

1.90

L"34

L"20

L"72

TABI,E 14

Means and Standard Deviations for
Reinforcement Expectancies

Later -Long-Range
(Trial 40)

Condition X S "D"

ski11

Chance

BO

BO

s"51

4.46

2 "28
1.81

Internal
External

BO

BO

s. 11

4"86

2"LL

2"L3

Min. e. s .

70%

30%

lvlax. e.f.

40

40

40

40

5.95

6"75

3"05

4"20

t"69

L.43

1" 18

1. 84
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TABI,E 15

Analysis of variance for Later-l,ong-Range Reinforcement
Expecrancies (Ttial 2)

Source df MS

Ski1l-Chance (Sk-Ch)

Internal-External (I-E)
Reinforcement (R)

SkxI
SkxR
IxR
SkxIxR
i{ithin Ce11s

Tota I

1

1

3

1

J

3

J

L44

Ls9

30. 63

6 "40
0. 15

L "23
0 "74
0.72

0. 11

1" 85

lg . JlJ,<tctc

3 "4s
0"08

0.66

0"40

0. 39

0.06

:t:k* p < "001

TABIJ 16

Analysis of Variance for Later-long-Range Reinforcement
Expecrancies (Trial L0)

Sour ce MSdf

Skill-Chance (Sk-Ch)

Internal-External (I-E)
Reinf orcement (R)

SkxI
SkxR
IxR
SkxIxR
trüiEhÍn Cells

ToLal

1

1_

3

1

3

3

3

L44

L59

37 "06
4"s6

34.36

1" 0s

3.94

3"74

1" 50

L.7 6

t 1 ñ)J<>lJc

2 "58
L9.49

0. 60

2 "23
2.r2
0"Bs

:'s>'c* p < .001
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TABI"E 17

Analysis of Variance for Later-Long-Range Reinforcement
Expectancies (Tri-aL 20)

Source MSdf

Ski11-Chance (Sk-Ch)

Internal-External (I-E)
Reinforcement (R)

SkxI
SKXR

IxR
SkxIxR
I^Iithin Ce1ls

Total

1

I
3

L

3

3

J

l.44

159

55 "22
2 "02

69 "4L
0 "23
7 "54
4.04

3.84

r.94

28.46*,**

L"04

JJ "Jlhrrc
o "L2
3.89ã"

2 "08
1,9B

fc p ( "05'**J.r p < "001
TAB]Æ 18

Analysis of Variance for Later-Long-Range Reinforcement
Expectancies (Trial 40)

Sour ce l'{sdf

Skill-Chance (Sk-Ch)

Internal-External (I-E)
Reinforcement (R)

SkxI
SkxR
IxR
SkxIxR
WiËhin Cells

Total

I
1

3

1

3

J

3

L44

159

44.r0
2,50

LTz "LO

4,22

6"50

2.30

4"82

L"99

ll "/l*r,ctc
7"26

56 "44
2"L3
aa1

1, 16

t tL?

*#- p < ,001
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expectancies for subjects working under ski11 conditions r¡rere signi-

ficantly higher than those for subjects working under chance condi-

tions onTrials: 2 (F= 16"52,p< "001, g=.30);10 (F =2I.02,

p(.001, e = "28);20 (F = 28.46, p.<.001, g= "30); arLd40 (E =

22"2I, p.< "001, e = "24)"

Although the reinforcement effects T¡rere not significanË for

Trial 2 (since reinforcement inTas the same for all subjects), they were

significant with respect to Trials: 10 (F = 19.49, p< .001, 9 = .48);

20 (F = 35.77, p-< "001, 9 = .58); and 40 (F = 56.44, p< .001, g =

"68)" In addition, analysis on Trial 20 data revealed a signifícant

skíll x reinforcement interaction. The specific re inforcement effects

for these trials i^¡ere further analysed with the results indicating thal in

all but one analysis there \^rere statística1ly significant differences among

the four reinforcemenË conditions regardless of trial (see Appendix L).

Minimum Expectancv for Success and Maxímum Expectancy for Failure

Tests of hypothesis four were made by means of analysis of vari-

ance (Lhree-way) on min. e"s" and max. e.f. estimates" This anal-ysis

yíe1-ds internal-external person conditions (df = 1), ski11-chance condi-

tions (df = 1), and four reinforcement conditions (min. eos", 70%, max"

e.f., & 30%; df = 3) as main effects with three double interactions

(one df = 1 and two dfts = 3), one triple interacËion (df = 3), and a

within ce1Is error term (df = L44) 
"

For all of the tests of thÍs hypothesis, the dependent variable

was the percentages that internal and external (skil1 and chance) sub-

jects have indicated as perceived success (failure) on the min. e.s.
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(max. e"f.) scales (see Appendix F). Hypothesis 4a may be formulated

as: internal subjects will make higher min" e.s. and max. e.f" esti-

mates than external subjects. Hypothesis 4b may be formulated as:

those subjects under skill conditions will make higher min. e.s. and

max. e.f. estimates than those subjects under chance conditions"

Hypothesis 4c may be formulated as: there will be no significant dif-

ferences between the various reinforcement groups (min. e.s., 70%,

max. e.f., and 30%) in terms of their min. e.s" and max. e.f.

estimations.

The means and standard deviatíons for the min. e.s. estimates

are located in Table 19 and those for the max" e.f" estimates may be

found in Table 20" The number of subjects selecting as their min. e"s"

and max. e"f. estimates at each leve1 of reinforcement may be found in

Appendix M.

The analysis of variance results for the min. e.s. estimates

appear in Table 2L and those for the max e.f. estimates are located in

TabLe 22. As predicted, subjects performing under ski11 condítions

stated significantly higher min. e.s. (F = 10 "07, P- < "01, .9. = .23) ar,d

max. e,f. (F = 6.35, p< .05, 9 = .18) estimates than did those sub-

jecËs performing under chance conditions. Also as predicted, internal

subjects stated significanËLy hÍgher min. e.s' (F = 12"94, P-<.001,

e = .26) and max" e.f" (F = 6.35, p< "05, ê o18) estimates than did

external subjects. It was further predicted and found that reinforce-

ment level would have no effect upon subjecLrs min. e.s. and max" e.f.

estimates.
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TABIE 19

Means and Standard Deviations for Min. e.s. Estimates

Condition X S.D"

ski1l
Chance

BO

80

s9 .88

54.25

IL.O2

LL.7B

Internal
External

BO

BO

60 "2s
53 .88

L2 "22
10.31

Min. e. s .

70%

307"

Max. e.f"

40

40

40

40

s5"50

s8.7 5

56. 50

57. 50

9 "86
LT"O2

12.92

L2 "96

TABJ.E 20

Means and Standard Deviations for Max. e.f" EstÍmates

Condition Å s.D.

ski1l
Chance

BO

80

4L"36

36. s0

L4.39

9.9s

Internal
External

80

BO

4L.36

36. s0

l-3.76

10. B0

Min. e. s .

70%

30%

Max. e.f.

40

40

40

40

37 .25

39 .47

38 "25

40.7 s

11. B7

L4.41

L2 "07
LL.96
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TABLE 21

Analysis of Variance for Min" e.s. Estimates

Source MSdf

SkÍ1l-Chance (Sk-Ch)

Internal-External (I-E)
Reinforcement (R)

SkxI
SkxR
IxR
SkxIxR
Within Ce11s

Total

1

1

3

1

J

J

3

144

L59

L265.63

t625.63

77.29

r40.63

32.29

52.29

70.63

L25 "63

10.07*?'c

L2.94-:d<*

0.62

L"L2

0 "26
0.42

0"s6

t'r:'s p ( .01
:kfs:k p < .001

TABI,E 22

Analysis of Variance for Max" e"f. Estimates

Sour ce MSdf

Ski11-Chance (Sk-Ch)

Internal-External (I-E)
ReinforcemenL (R)

SkxI
SkxR
IxR
SkxIxR
ltrithin Cel1s

Total

1

I
J

I
J

J

J

L44

159

94s.70

945 "70
91. s3

s "43
34"93

233 "6L
237 "70
I4B.B7

6"35*

6.35:k

0.62

0. 04

0 "23
r"57

1. 60

:k p ( .05
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Iong-Range Reinforcement Expectancies for Clearly Defined Success*

Failure Groups

Tests of hypothesis five r.^¡ere made by means of analysis of

variance (three-way) for Trials 1 and 2 and by means of analysis of

covariance (three-way) for Trials 10, 20, and 40 on long-range rein-

forcement expectancies of the seventy-four subjects who perceived

themselves as successes and the seventy-four subjects who perceived

themselves as faílures (lnliner , 1962, pp" 595-606). The covariate was

the actual reinforcements received by the subjects. These analyses

yield success-failure condiËions (df = 1), ínternal-external person

condítions (df = 1), and skill-chance conditions (df = 1) as main

effects with three double interactions (df = 1), one triple interaction

(df = 1), and a vrithin cells error terrn (df = 14O) for Trials 1 and 2

and(df = 139) for Trials 10, 20, ar'd 40.

The dependent variable testing this hypothesis was the subjectsr

stated long-range reinforcement expecLancies obtained prior to the disk

drop on Trials 1, 2,10, 20, and 40" Subjects who perceive Lheir rein-

forcements as indicating success show higher later-long-range reinforce-

ment expectancies than those subjects who perceive their reinforcements

as indÍcating failure regardless of their actual levels of reinforce-

ment. In other words, three kinds of subjects may view their rein-

forcements as indicating success, vi-2,, those subjects in the min" e.s.

group, those subjects in the 70% reínf.orcen1ent group whose min. e.s.

is 70% or lower, and those subjects in the 30"/" reínforcement groLlp

r,¡hose min. e.s. is 30% or lo\^rer. These subjects should have higher
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reinforcement expectancies than those subjects perceiving theÍr rein-

forcements as indicatÍng faílure, vLz., those subjects in the max" e.f"

group, those subjects in the 70%reírforcement group whose max. e.f. is

70% or higher, and those subjects in the 30%reLnforcement group whose

max. e"f. is 30% or higher.

It was further hypothesízed that when one performs an analysis

of variance on data from Trials 1 and 2 (which is before differential

reinforcement becomes operative), the differences between the two

groups (success-failure) will be insignificant.

Analysis of covariance r¡ras chosen as the preferred method for

testing the remainder of hypothesis five for several reasons: (1) to

control for reinforcement effects since subjects in the min. e"s. and

max. e.f. groups received a wide variety of actual reÍnforcemerits; (2)

to permit the use of all subject data since matchíng by received rein-

forcements would be too restrictive; and, (3) to t.ake account of past

research (e"g", Nickels & Ialilliams, L970) which has indicated that

subjects working under higher reinforcement levels make higher later-

long-range reinforcemenL expectancies than do subjects working under

lower reinforcement levels. It should be mentíoned here that subjects

in the min. e.s. groLlp received 5% above their stated min. e.s. estim-

ates in terms of successful predíctions and those in the max" e.f.

group received 5% below their stated max. e"f" estimates ín order to

insure perceived success or failure, while subjects in Lhe 7O"L and 30%

reinforcement groups received these exact Percentages of correct pre-

dictions on the 40 trials "
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The means and standard devíations

Tab1e 23 and the means for Trials 10, 20,

24. The analysis of variance results for

Table 25 and those for Trial 2 are to be

ysis of covariance results for Trials 10,

Table 27, and Table 29, respecËively"

for Trials I and 2 appear in

and 40 are located in Table

Trial L are located in

found in Table 26. The anal-

20, and 40 are located in

At the beginning of the experiment all subjects were asked to

give min" e.s, and max. e,f. estimates" By comparing these estimates

wiËh Lhe actual reinforcement subjecls received durÍng the sËudy, sub-

jects were classified as to whether or not they viewed theÍr obËained

percentage of reinforcement as indicating success or failure. 0f the

160 subjects in the study, 74 receLved a percentage of reinforcement

above their lowest success point and 74 received a percentage of rein-

forcement below their highest failure point" Twelve subjects receÍved

a percentage of reinforcement in between these poinEs and thus did not

receive a percentage of reínforcemenË Ëhat could be clearly consÍdered

as success or failure" IL was hypothesLzed xhat subjects who perceive

Èheir reinforcements as indicating success (i.e., subjects in the min.

e.s. group, those in Ëhe 70% group i,¡hose min. e"s. estimates were 70%

or lower, and Ëhose subjects in the 30% group whose min. e"s. estimates

were 30% or lo\^ier) would show long-range reinforcement expectancíes

than those subjects rqho perceive their reinforcements as indicating

failure (i.e., subjects in the max. e"f. group, those in the 70% group

whose max. e.f. was 70% or higher, and those in the 30% group \dhose

max. e.f. was 30% or higher) regardless of their actual reinforcement.
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The hypothesis \^/as supported since subjects who perceived theÍr rein-

forcements as indicatíng success showed higher long-range reinforce-

ment expectancies than did subjects who perceived their reinforcements

as indicating failure for Trials: 10 (F = f1.15, p< .001, 9 = .25);

20 (F = 10.57, p-<.01,9= .25); and 40 (F= 4"63, p<.05,9=.16).

In addition, on all three trials there r¡/as a significant difference

between skill and chance conditíons ín that subjecLs under skill con-

ditions stated significantly higher long-range reÍnforcement expectan-

cies than díd subjects under chance conditions for Trials: 10 (E =

7.59, p< .01, e = .2L); 20 (F = L2"18, p< .001 , 9= 27; and 40 (F =

7.89, p( .01, g = .2L). A significant skill-success interaction was

also found on Trials 10 (F = 4.L3, p ( .05, e = .L7); 20 (F = 6.38,

g( .05, e = .19); and 40 (F = 6.15, E< .05, 9 = .18). Subjects work-

ing under both skill and success conditions stated significantly higher

long-range reinforcemenL expectancies than subjects working under

chance and success conditions, subject working under ski11 and failure

conditions or subjects working under chance and failure conditions.

However, the success experience seems to be a more important variable

than skill sínce both ski11 and chance conditions in combination with

success experiences on the task led to higher long-range reinforcement

expectancies than did skíll or chance condítions in combination with

failure experiences on the task. As predicted, according to the results

of analysis of varíance, there appeared to be no initial bias on con-

trol Trials I and 2 f.or the success-failure and internal-external

control Fts were insignif icant. There \¡/ere, however, sÍgnif icant ski1l-
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chance effects on these two trials \^iith subjects under the skill con-

dition stating higher initial-long-range reinforcement expectancies on

Trial 1 (¡'= 5"33, p( "05, e = "16) and higher later-long-range rein-

forcement expectancies on Trial 2 (g = L4"24, p ( "001, g = .28) than

subjects under the chance condition.

The data of the 74 ttsoccess subjectsrtand tine 74 Itfailure sub-

jectsrr vrere further analyzed by comparing this perceived success or

failure with the percentage of reinforcement they actually received"

The poÍnt biserial correlation indicates that perceived success vras

highly correlated with reinforcement (rb = .976) " Thus, the hígher

Ëhe percentage of reinforcement the greater the likelihood of a success

c lass ification "

Finally, a comparison \¡ras made between data on perceived success

and data obtained at the end of the experiment when subjects responded

to question 3 of Lhe a\¡Iareness questionnaire. On this question subjects

r¿ere asked ttGenerally speaking would you consider yourself a success on

the task" If yes, rl¡hy and if no, \^/hy noL?rl The experimenter and two

oËher clinical psychologists Índependently attempted to classify all

aÌüareness questionnaire resporrses as expressing success or failure"

0f the 148 subjects v¡ho ruere clearly classifiable according Lo pre-

experiment perceptions, based on their min.e.s. and max. e.f" estim-

ates, 106 were also clearly classifiable on the basis of post-

experiment perceptions " Ã 2 x 2 C!;ri square vras computed between the

success-failure pre-experiment classification and the success-failure

post-experiment classif ication. The overall Chi-square \.üas 43 "76
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TABLE 23

Means and Standard Deviations for the Clearly Defined
Success-Failure Groups (Trials L and 2)

Condition Trial 1 TrLaL 2

Succes s

Failure

X S.D.

4 "sL L.46

4 "85 1" 38

X S"D.

4"74 1"s3

4"97 1.19

InLernal

External
4 .85 1. 51

4 "53 L"34

5 "04 L "44
4"68 L-29

skil1
Chance

4 "95 1. 65

4"43 1.13

5.26 L.49

4"47 L"Lz

N = 74 for all ce1ls

TAB],8 24

Means for the Clearly Defined Success-Failure Groups
(Trials 10, 20, and 40)

Condition Trial 10 TriaL 20 Trial 40

Success (S)

Failure (F)

X

5. s3

4 "23

X

5"91
QOO

X

6 "20
J" /J

Internal (I)
External (E)

s "04
4"72

5.08

4"82

5.08

4.86

ski11 (sk)

Chance (Ch)

5"33

4.44

5"53

4"37

s "34
4"60

N = 74 for all cel1s
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TABIJ 25

Analysis of Variance

Success -Failure
for the CLearly Defíned

Groups (Trial 1)

Sour ce MSdf

Success-Failure (S-F)

Internal-External (I-E)
Skil1-Chance (Sk-Ch)

SxI
SxSk
IxSk
SxIxSk
IüithÍn Ce1ls

Total

1

1

I
1

I
1

1

L40

L47

3"sB

4"t3
10.55

4.38

0 "28
o "02
o.L7

1. 9B

1. B1

2 "09
5 

" 
33Jc

2"2L

0 "L4
0"01

0. 0B

;*p < .05

TABT,E 26

Analysis of Variance for the

Success -Failure Groups

Clearly Defined

(TríaL 2)

Sour ce FMSdf

Success-Failure (S-F)

Internal-External (I-E)
Skill-Chance (Sk-Ch)

SxI
SxSk
IxSk
SxIxSk
trüithin Ce1ls

Total

1

I
I
1

1

1

1

L40

L47

L"44

5. 58

24"s5

3. 63

0. 11

0.48

0"00

L.72

0"84

3.24

It¡ "l[,']cr*\
2"LL

0. 06

0.28

0"00

:'r#'rp ( .001
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TABTE 27

Analysis of Covariance for the Clearly Defined
Success-Failure Groups (Trial 10)

Source MSdf

Success-Failure (S-F

Internal-External (I-E)
Ski11-Chance (Sk-Ch)

SxI
SxSk
IxSk
SxIxSK
Error

Total

I
1

1

1

1

1

1

139

r46

24"r9

0. r0

16 "47
3 "70
8.96

0. B5

4"62

2 "L7

11" 15'"r^*

0.05

J " J)rcr<

L.7L

4 "L3¿r

0"39

2"I3

:t p < .05
:'r:t p ( .01

TABIE 28

Analysis of Covariance
Succes s -Failur e

for the Clearly Defined
Groups (Trial 20)

Source df MS

Success-Failure (S-F

Internal-External (I-E)
Ski11-Chance (Sk-Ch)

SxI
SxSk
IxSk
SxIxSk
Error

Total

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

L39

L46

25 .59

0"01

29 "49
L"34

L5 "44
r.7 3

2.80

2.42

10. 57jrtr

0.05
a 

^ 
I ô^r--r-J-

0. 55

6.38:k

0.7L

1. 16

:k p ( .05
*r'å p ( .01

*/ok p < "001
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TABTE 29

Analysis of Covariance for
Success -Failure Groups

Ehe Clearly Defined
(Tria1 40)

Source MSdf

Success-Failure (S-F)

Internal-External (I-E)
Ski1l-Chance (Sk-Ch)

SxI
SxSk
IxSk
SxIxSk
Error

Total

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1,39

L46

LL"97

0.34

20 "40
0. sB

15.91

0.03

0 "L7
')(o

4"63rc

0. 13

7 " B9tr".r

0.22

6 "Lsr<

0"01

0. 06

.0s

.01

TABI,E 30

Success-and Failure Pre-Experiment ?erception (Min" e.s " and lvlax e"f "
Estimates) and ?ost-Experiment Perception (Subjectsr Responses to

QuesLion 3 on the Awareness Questionnaire

*p(
>t'Jr p (

Pos t -Exper íment
?erception

Pre-Exper iment
Suc ces s

?re-Experiment
Failure

Total

Success

Failure 11

B

4s

50

56

Total

x2=

5353 106

43.76, g ( .001
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(p <'001), with a related samples test of two change cells (success

to failure and failure to success) yielding a chi square of 0.2L

(ns). The results indicate that generally those subjects who received

their predefined ttsuccess-reinforcementrt saw themselves as successes

at the end of the experiment, whereas those subjects who received

their predefined ttfailure-reinforcementrt saw themselves as failures

aË the end of the experiment.



CHAPTER V

DIS CUS S ION

An attempt T¡Ias made to extend the analysis of reínforcement

expectancy under the assumption that the variable of reinforcement

may have contributed to the contradictory result,s one finds in the

area of locus of control research. The present study included the

usual experimenter-defined reinforcement levels; experimenter-defined

}r|gn (70%) and experimenter-defined low (30%) as well as two levels of

self-defined reinforcemenË: self-defined hígh (minimum expectancy for

success or min. e"s.) and self-defined 1ow (maximum expectancy for

failure or max. e.f.)" This study was designed to investigate the

question that if one gives an individual the opportunity to define

what is reinforcing for him and then gÍves him a comparable reinforce-

menL in terms of successes and failures on a task, will he behave on

Ëhis task in the same manner as other subjects for whom the experimenter

selects the reinforcement schedule? The particular behaviors examined

rrere: (a) believabí1ity of the task; (b) initial-long-range reinforce-

ment expectancies; (c) later-long-range reinforcement expectancies;

(d) estimates indicating how large a percentage of failures would be

required in order for the subject to sti11 consider that he had

succeeded on the task (min, e.s.) and how small a percentage of succes-

ses would be required for the subjecl to consider that he had failed

on the task (max" e"f"); and (e) the effects of perceptions of success

and failure upon iniËial- and later-long-range reinforcement expectan-
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cies "

Believability of the Task

This hypothesis stated generally that if the tasks are believ-

able in Lerms of skil1 and chance conditions, then subjects under the

skÍll conditÍon will attribute a greater proportion of disk control to

ttskillrt, while subjects under the chance condit.úon will attribute a

greater proportion of disk control Lo trchancetr factors. The hypothesis

r¡as confirmed since, on both the pretest and posttest attribution

questionnaires, subjects working under the skilt condition aLtributed

sígnificantly more disk control to Itskillrr than those subjects working

under the chance condition, while subjects working under the chance

condition attributed significantly more disk control to rrchancert than

those subjects working under the skil1 condition. Hol^7ever, onets

internal or external orientation did not seem to influence the degree

Ëo which subjects attributed the results of disk-dropping to either

skill or chance factors. Presumably since the task itself appeared to

be so clearly defined that the personality variable of internality-

externalily could not operate. As previously suggested (Nickels &

tr^Iilliams, L}TO), if one wanted the personality variable to play a sig-

nificant role in attribution of skill or chance factors then the task

would have to be ambiguously defined"

There r¡/as, ho\¡rever, a significant difference found among the

four reinforcement conditions on the post-tesL chance-luck attributíon

questionnaire. Subjects working under the experimenter-defined low

(30%) reinforcement 1eve1 attributed significantly more disk control to
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ttchancett and ttluckrt than did subjects working under the experiment.er-

defined hLSJn (70%), the self-defined high (min. e.s.), or the self-

defined low (max. e"f.) levels. The latter three reÍnforcement con-

ditions did not differ significantly from each other, This result

may indicate that subjects ín the experimenter-defined low (30%)

reinforcement condition perceived themselves as failures on the Lask

and therefore attributed signíficantly more disk control to |tchancetl

orttluckrr in order to provide themselves with an excLlse for theÍr

fafure performances. All subjects in Lhe chance condition and all but

one in the skill condition viewed success as requiring a reinforcement

level above 30% (see Appendix M). Thus, subjects under both skil1 and

chance conditions ín the 30% reinforcement group may have attributed

more disk control to'rchancett and rrluck" factors after the 40 trials

r./ere completed and as they began to evaluate aLtribution in terms of

their own performance on the task" Subjects in the other three rein-

forcement conditions could have received a sufficient number of

successes to 1et them perceive themselves as sLrccessful on the Ëask or

at least questionable in terms of fail"ure. Feather (L967d) indicates

that even under chance conditions one tends to see himself as at least

partially responsíble for hÍs success and, furthermore, he states that

most people tend to disown theÍr failures especially if that failure

can be attributed to external forces. Of interest is the fact that

Efran's finding (1963) that internals tend to forget their failures

significanËly more than externals, could not be tested since internals

and externals did not differ significantly regarding attribution of
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disk control to ski11 or chance factors.

Initial-Long-Range Reinforcement Expectancies

one part of hypothesis two stated that the initial-long-range

reinforcement expectancies for internals and externals would not díffer

signÍficantly. Another predÍcted that subjects under ski1l conditions

would state higher inÍtial-long-range reinforcement expectancies than

would subjects under chance conditíons. Sti11 another indicated that

subjects under min" €.s.: 70%r 30%, and max. e.f. levels of reinforce-

ment would not staLe initial-long-range reinforcement expectarrcies that

\,¡ere significantly different from each other, All three hypotheses

were conformed by the data. The personality locus of control (intern-

ality-externality) and the level of reinforcement (min. ê"s.: 7o%, 3o%,

or max e.f.) played an insignÍficant role in the determinaËion of

ínitial-long-range reinforcement expectancies. However, the effect of

the sítuational locus of control (ski11-chance) was found to be a sig-

nificant one. Skill conditions produced sÍgnificantly higher stated

initial--1ong-range reinforcement expectancies than did chance conditions.

Thus, when the task was clearly defined as skill or chance, the effects

of the personaliEy variable were minímÍzed and skil1 conditions produced

higher expectancies. Reinforcement effects were found to be inoperative

ín terms of initial-1ong-range reinforcement expectancies as they would

have to be since no reínforcement had been received yet. ff reínforce-

ment effects had been significanÈ, then randomization of the subjects

could have been called into question.

In view of the support found for hypothesis one (i"e., believ-
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abilÍty of the tasks) and hypothesis two (Í"e., situational locus of

control influencing long range reinforcement expectancies prior to

the fírst trial), the credibility of the skíl1 and chance tasks was

supported. Only one subject out of 161 that \^/ere tested appeared to

be even remotely suspicious, therefore the Nickels Disk-Dropping

Apparatus appears to be not only believeable but also a successful

means of clearly defining ski1l and chance conditions with only minor

variaEions in procedure and instructions. The confírmation of hypo-

thesís two lends support to the results of the Nickels and tr^Iilliams

study (I970) which found that skil1 conditions produce higher initial

l-ong-range reinforcement. expectancies even though the subject has not

received any feedback on his task performance.

Lat er - I-ong -Rang e Re inf or c ement åxp ec tanc í es

One part of hypothesis 3 stated that the later-long-range rein-

forcement expectancies would not differ significantly for Ínternals

and externals. Another predicted that the later-long-range reinforce-

ment expectancies for subjects under ski11 conditions would be higher

than for those subjects under chance conditions. Still another indic-

ated that the later-1ong-range reinforcement expectancies for those

subjects under min.e.s. and 70% reÍnforcement 1evels would be higher

than for those subjects under max. e"f" and 30% reinforcement levels.

The data from four trials were analyzedz Trial 2 (aftet one success

and no failures): Trial 10 (after the first appropriate cumulation of

reínforcement. percentage for min. ê.s. , 70"/., 30%, and max. e.f . esti-

mates): Trial 20 (after completion of one half of the trials); and
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T.riaL 40 (after completion of all of the trials). All rhree hypothe-

ses \^/ere confirmed" Internals and ext.ernals did not dÍffer signifi-

canË1y in their stated later-long-range reinforcement expectancíes on

any of the four trials anal-yzed" Subjects under ski1l conditions stat-

ed hÍgher later-1ong-range reinforcement expectancíes than did those

subjects under chance conditions on all of the tríals examined. The

confirmation of hypotheses two and three supports the suggestion made

by Nickels and Inlílliams (1970) that perhaps the stimulus situation is

more poT¡rerful in determining long-range reinforcement expectancies

than the personality construct because the present task is unambiguous

in terms of perceiving it as a skill or chance one. Such a finding

supports the view held by some researchers (Davis & Phares , L967;

Rotter, L966) who have suggested that the personality construct of

internality-externality may become a more prominanE factor in tasks

that are ambíguously defined, while the situational factor becomes more

important in tasks that are highly structured and clearly defined as

skil1 and chance ones.

The later-1ong-range reinforcement expectancies for subjects

under min. e.s. and 70% reír'f.orcement levels vlere signif icantly higher

than those for subjects under max. e.f" and 30% reinforcement levels

on Tríals 10, 20, and 40, but not for TtLaL 2" The subjects in the

mín. e.s. groups could be expected to view themselves as sLlccesses

since their obtained reinforcement level was 5% above the percentage

they themselves had indicated as a success point, i"e., min. e.s,

estimateo Simil-arly, subjects in tine 70% grolrp could be expected to
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víew themselves as sLlccesses since Íor all* but one subject obtained

a reinforcemerlt 1eve1 above the percentage that they had indicated as

their success point, i.e., mín. e.s. estÍmate. conversely, the sub-

jects in the max. e.f. group could be expected to vier¡ themselves as

failures since their obtained reinforcement leve1 was 5% below the

percentage they themselves had inicated as a failure point, i.e., max.

e.f" estimate. similarly, subjects in the 30% group could be expected

to view themselves as failures since all but one subject obtained a

reinforcement level below that percentage indicated as the failure

point, i.e.) max. e.f. estimate. rn other words, higher reinforce-

ments or higher success percentages or both may have led to higher

i.ater '1ong-range reínforcement expectancies" The test of whether one

of these factors made the major contributíon Ís discussed in a later

s ec tíon.

Ït is interesting to note that reinforcement effects did not

show up until after the first occurrence of the appropriate cumulation

of reinforcement percentages (Tria1 10). Further exploraLion of the

differences among the various reinforcement conditions showed that

subjects in the 70"/" reinforcement condition produced significantly

higher later-long-range reinforcement expectancies than did subjects in

the mín. e.s. reinforcement condition" rn addition, subjects in the

max. e"f. reinforcement condition produced significantly higher later-

long-range reinforcement expectancies than did the subjects in the 30%

reinforcement condition" This was found for Trials 10, 20, and 40"

Thus, when the task is cLear ly defined as skil1 and chance (a) the
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effects of the personality variable are minímized in terms of later-

long-range reÍnforcement expectancies, (b) skill condÍtions produce

significantly higher later-long-range reinforcement expectancies than

do chance condiËions, and (c) higher reinforcements produce higher

later-long-range reinforcement expectancÍes than do lower reinforce-

ments.

These results may be Ínterpreted to indicate that skill condi-

tions and higher reinforcements facilitate learning on a task. These

findings are consístent wÍth the results of prior studies (e"g",

Nickels & Tolen, 1968; Nickels & lü'illíams, L970; Rorrer, Liveranr, &

Crowne, l96L)" Furlhermore, reinforcement effects \^rere not signifíc-

ant until the 10th Trial which seems to indicate that suffÍcient feed-

back in terms of successes and failures and a cumulation of reinforce-

ment are necessary before reínforcement plays a significant role Ín

deËermining later-1ong-range reinforcement expectancies" The 70"/"

reinforcement condition led to higher later-long-range reinforcement

expectancies than did the min" e"s. from which olLe may infer that a

reinforcement leveL of 70% is sufficiently above the minimum expectancy

for success point. similarly, the max. e.f. reinforcement condition

led to higher later-long-range reinforcement expeetancies than did the

30% reLnforcement condition from which one may infer that a reinforce-

ment level of 30% is sufficÍently below the maximlrm expectancy for

failure point" In other words, iE seems that 70% successes is suffic-

iently high to be perceived as high reinforcemenË and that 30% succes-

ses is sufficiently low to be perceived as 1ow reinforcement. This
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indicates that prior researchers who selected 75% or higher and 25%

or lower as their high and 1ow reÍnforcemenË levels (e"g", Nickels &

Tolen, L968; Nickels & I^Ii1liams, L970; Rotter, Liverant, & Crowne,

l96L) probably selected appropríate levels of reinforcement. It also

suggests that a reÍnforcement 1evel of above 30% may not be clearly

seen as failure and a reinforcement 1evel below 70% may not clearly

be seen as success. Thus, prior researchers who selected a reinforce-

ment leve1 of, for example, 50% (e.g., Holden & Rotter, 1962; James &

Rotter, 1958; ?hares, 1957 ) could have obtaíned even more significant

results had the reinforcement level not been ambiguorls " Apparently

internals and exËernals would be more likely to use theÍr generalized

reinforcement expectancy as a guide to future performance when the

sÍtuation or the reinforcement is ambiguous and thus left open for in-

dividual interpretation. As indicated previously, the ski11 and

chance situations \{ere clearly defined and the reinforcement leveLs

suffíciently reflective of success or failure leveLs so that the pers-

onality varíable of internality-externality could not operate to

influence later-long-range reinforcement expectancies.

Minimum Expectancv for Success and Maximum Expectancv for Failure

One part of hypothesis four stated that internally oriented

subjects would make higher min" e"s. and max. e.f. estimaËes than would

externally oriented subjects. Another predicted that subjects under

skill conditions would make higher min. e"s. and max" e.f" estimaLes

than would subjecLs under chance conditions" Sti11 another indicated

that reinforcement level would have no effecË upon subjecLsf min. e.s.
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and max. e.f" estimates. Again these three hypotheses T¡rere confirmed.

In other words, ínternal subjects or subjects working under the skil1

condition held higher standards of success for themselves than did

external subjects or subjects working under chence conditions. These

results can be interpreted to indicate that although the task Ís

clearly ski11 and chance defined which minimizes the effect of the

personalÍty construct on ínitial and later-long-range reinforcement

expectancíes, it had no such effect upon the relationship becween

internality-externality and subjectsr standards of success and failure.

The tendency for internals to hold higher expectations of their abili-

ties Lhan do externals was apparently strong enough to overcome the

effects of clearly defining the task. Support for the assumption that

ínternals hold higher expectations of their abilities than do externals

stems from the Hersch & Scheíbe study (L967) ín rvhich internals des-

cribed themselves as clever, efficient, active, sLrivíng, and powerful,

while externals described themselves in opposite ways. In addition,

Lefcourt, Lewis, and Silverman (1968) have found that internals stated

more self-confidence regarding rheir ability to perform a task than did

externals. Support for the assumpËíon that working under skill condi-

tions leads to higher expectations of reinforcement and therefore hígher

levels of aspiration and higher expectancies for success than working

under chance conditions may be found in Lhe resulËs of several studies

(u"g", Holden & Rotter, L962; James, & Rotter, 1958; Nickels & Tolen,

L96B; Nickels & Iüilliams, l97O; ?hares, L957; Rotter, Liverant & Crowne,

te6L).
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Reinforcement, as predicted, had no significant effect upon

subjects' mín. e.s. and max. e.f. estimates" This result is expected

since reinforcement had not been introduced as yet. According to the

significant fi.ndings on this hypothesis, it appears that both the

personality locus of control (internaliËy-externality) and the situa-

tional locus of control (skill-chance) variables are both imporËant

factors in determining what subjecEs would consider as successful and

failing performances on a task.

long-Range Reinforcement Expectan,cíes for Clearlv Defined Success-

Failure Groups

This hypothesis stated that subjecËs r^rho perceive their reÍn-

forcements as indicating success would show higher later-long-range

reinforcemenË expectancies than those subjects who perceive their

reinforcements as indicatíng failure, regardless of the obtained leve1

of reinforcement" Analysis of variance on daLa from Trials 1 ar.d 2

yielded insignifícant results except for ski11-chance differerlces.

This result was expected since on Trials 1 and 2 subjects had not as

yet received a predictable pattern of successes and failures. ?erhaps

as Blackman (1962) discovered, the important variable in the study of

expectations is not the isolated success or failure but the predict.abJ.e

sequences of such sLrccesses .and failures" Ski11-chance differences

presumably \^Iere found on Trials l- and 2 because subjects had been pro-

vided v¡ith a clear definition of the task by means of instructions and

the nature of the task itself" The lack of differences between inter-

nals and exLernals perhaps can be explained on the basis of the over-
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PoI^Tering effect of the skil1-chance variable as díscussed by previous

investigators (Davis & ?hares , L967; Nickels & i^rilliams, r97o; Rotter,

1966) 
"

Analysis of covariance on the data from Trials 10, 20, ar.d 40

yielded significant results for the success-faílure conditions. This

result seems to be in line with the above interpretation that a pre-

dictable pattern of success and failure is necessary for the success-

faí1ure dÍmension to become operalive. such a pattern may have been

established by [fia1 10 at which time success-failure effects were ob-

served. The findings demonstrated that subjects who perceive their

reinforcements as indicating success had hígher later-long-range

reinforcement expectancies than did those subjects who perceive their

reinforcement as indicating failure, regardless of actual level of

reinforcement. However, as is intuitively obvious, there is a direct

and highly significant correlation between percentage of reinforcement

and perception of success. In other words, although the success-failure

dimension is meaningful in its ovm right, the higher the actual success

the greater the likelihood of perceived slrccess" In addition, there

T,^ras a significant ski1l-chance effect. Subjects working under the

ski1l condition stated significantly higher later-long-range reínforce-

ment expectancies Lhan did those subjects working under the chance

condition" This finding Índicated that regardless of the level of

reinforcement and regardless of the subjectsr percepLions of their

success and failure, the siluation in which they find themselves in-

fluences their expectancies for future reinforcements. That is, ski11
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condition will lead to subjects holding higher expectarlcies than a

chance condition. This finding is consistent with hypothesis 3b since

they are similar analyses with the latter undertaken on a reduced num-

ber of subjects. Finally, a significant skill-success interaction T,vas

found" Subjects working under ski1l conditions and experiencing

success on the task stated significantly higher laEer-long-range

reinforcement expectancies than: subjects working under chance condí-

tions and experiencing success; subjects working under ski11 conditions

and experiencing faílure; or subjects working under chance conditions

and experiencing failure on the task. This interaction could be

expected since success perception and ski11 conditions independently

led to higher expectancies. However, iË would seem that perhaps suc-

cess conditions may be a more influential factor since subjects working

under skill conditions but experíencing failure on the task stated

lower later-long-range reinforcement expectancies than subjects working

under chance conditions and experiencing success on the task.

Three inËeresting interpretations resulEed from testing this

hypothesis: (1) subjects require a pattern of success and failure

experience before the effects of success and failure operate to influ-

ence future reinforcement expectancies; (2) subjects obtaining high

reinforcements perceive themselves as successes on the task and sub-

jects obtaining lov¡ reinforcemenLs perceive themselves as failures on

the task; and (3) subjects who view their reinforcements as sllccesses,

regardless of their actual level of reinforcement, have higher expect-

ancies for future reinforcement.
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These results seem to have implications for learning and

level of aspiration studies" It is a generally accepted fact that

reinforcement, reward) or success plays an ímportanË role in the ac-

quisition and performance of knowledge and skills. However, it has

also been pointed out by Rotter (L966) that what constitutes a reward

for some people may be perceived and responded to differently by

other individuals" He also stresses the view that the effects of a

reinforcement subsequent to some behavior that the person has performed

depend upon his perception of what kind of causaL relationship exists

between the individual's behavior and that reward" If one perceíves

that his reinforcements are the result of chance, Iuck, fate, or some

other external force Lhen he wílL be less f-ikely to: be motivated to

learn, to experience a rise in 1evel of aspiration, to be productive

in terms of acquiring and performing knowledge and skiLls, and to have

a hígher need for achievement than r¿hen one believes thaL reinforce-

menEs are a result of his own skilL and thus under the reaLm of his own

contro L.

It would seem that this last point would have important implica-

tions for experimentation in psychology since many of its findings have

been based on experiments in which a subjecË (himself either internally

or externally oriented) has been placed in a specific locus of control

sÍtuation (invar iably chance-determined, rarely skill-determined ) "

Important differences in learning, motivation, and productiveness among

differently oriented subjects under different locus of control condi-

tions have been found in previous studies (e.9", Julian, LichLman, &
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Ryckman, L96B; l,efcourt, L967; Shepel & Weiss , L97O)" Such differ-

ences can perhaps be attributed to the fact that few Índividuals per-

ceive that they are in control of their reinforcements, whereas most

perceive that their reinforcements are under the control of some

external force (i"e., the experimenter)"

Orne (1959) and Orne and Scheibe (L964) have demonstrated that

the subject in an experimental study is an active partÍcipant who in-

terprets the situation and makes irnplicit assumptions about the hypo-

theses advanced by the experimenter" Since the subject, in most

cases, \nranLs to be a ttgood subjectfr, he attempts to validate what he

believes to be the experimenterrs hypotheses. However, at the same

time, it seems reasonable to infer tlnaE the subject also evaluaLes

where the locus of control of reinforcements lie. AccordÍng to past

locus of control research, Ít can be inferred that if the subject

decides that his own behavior has nothing to do with the rewards he

receives in an experiment, then his behavior in the experiment is like-

ly to be different than if he perceives that he ís in control of these

rewards. In fact, Rotter has presented a great deal of experimental

evídence to support this view. In a recent sLlmmary of his position,

Rotter (L97L) states:

ttln animals, the expectation of reward is primarily a function
of the strength and frequency of rewards. In human beings, there
are other things that can influence the expectations of reward--
the information others give us, oLlr knowledge genetaLízed from a

variety of experiences, and our perceptions of causality in the
situation (p" 37)t'"

He follows this statement with several experimenLs to show that per-
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ceptions of causality are important in determining subjects expecta-

tions of reward (James & Rotter, 1958, phares, 1957; Rotter, LiveranE,

& Crowne, L96L). For example, a r¡ell documented principle which states

that behavior learned under partial reinforcement takes longer to

extinguísh than behavior learned under constant reínforcement has

recently been questioned.

ftlnle found that the rrlav¡rr of partÍal reinforcement held true only
when subjects thought their successes were the result of chance.
Subjects who thought their rewards r¿ere due to skil1 actually took
longer to extinguish their responses after constant (100 per cent)
reinforcement than after partial (50 per cent) reinforcement.
This is the opposíte of what one would expect from the laws of
animal learníng Several other experiments have confirmed that,
under skill conditions, constant-revrard learning may take longer
to extinguish than partial-reward learning. It has become i-ncreas-
ingly clear that in chance sítuations other laws as well are
guantítatively and qualitatívely different from the lav¡s that apply
to skill learning (Rotter, 1977, pp. 40-42)tt"

Clearly it is difficult to conduct experiments wÍthout manipula-

ting the behavíor of subjects. However, it is noted that in addition

to being a\¡rare of (a) the demand characteristics of the experiment

(Orne , 1962), (b) the tendency for subjecrs to rrput their best foot

forwardtt (Riecken, L962), and (c) the bias that may be introduced by

the experimenter (e.g., Adair & Epstein, 1968; Rosenthal , L964;

Rosenthal & Fode, L963), ínvesËigators may be wise to consider under

what locus of control oríentation the subject is operating. This would

seem to be particularly important for learning and level of aspiration

studies "

The present study

Ëhe above vie¡¿s since it

presented results that are consistent with

found that ski11 conditions led to higher

has

T,üAS
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expectancíes for future reinforcement and higher standards of success

and failure than did chance conditions. Also in line with thís view,

the present study shor¿s that individuals differ in theír perceptions

of r¿hat constitutes success and failure for them as evidenced by the

wide range of min. e.s. (r5% to B5%) and max" e"f. (5% to g5%) esrÍm-

aËes (see appendix M). such a finding suggests that in studíes in-
vestigaÉing success and failure effects upon learning and leve1 of

aspÍration, it ís essenÉial Ëo select a sufficiently high leve1 of

reinforcement if one r,{ants subjecËs to perceive their performance as

success and a sufficiently low leve1 of reinforcement if one r,rants

them to perceíve their performance as failure. rt is being suggested

that ÍË would be a mistake to ignore the effects of perceptíon of what

constítutes success and failure for a subject and to ignore the effects
of both sítuational locus of control (skíl1 or chance) and personality

locus of control (internality or externality)"



CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY A¡ID CONCII]S IONS

From previous research, prÍmarily the Nickels and klilliams study

(1970), hypotheses were derived concerning:

(1) the believability of disk control as being either skÍll or

chance determined.

(2) subjects r initial-1ong-range reinforcement expectancÍes.

(3) subjects s later-long-range reinforcement expecÈancies"

(4) subjectsr minimum expectancy for success (min. e.s.) and max-

imum expectancy for failure (max" e"f") estimates"

(5) initÍa1 and later-long-range reinforcement expectancÍes of

subjects who perceive their reinforcements as indicating success or

failure on the task"

The specific experimental condÍtions \¡/ere: personality locus of con-

trol (internal-external); situational locus of conLrol (ski11-chance);

and four levels of reinforcement (min. eos., 70%, 3O%, or max" e"f.)"

More specífically, min .e.s. subjects obËained 5% above their stated

mininrum expectancy for success point, 7o% subjects obLained 70% reín-

forcement, 307" subjects obcained 30% reinforcement, and max. e"f" sub-

jects obtained 5% below Ëheir stated maximum expecËancy for failure

point.

Eighty introductory psychology students from the University of

Manítoba who had previously responded on the Rotter T¡rternal-External

Control Scale (RoËter, 1966) as inËernals and eÍghty sËudenËs who had
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responded on this scale as externals r'¡ere selected for the study.

After the experimenter demonstrated Èhe task as eÍther involving skill

or chance, subjects completed a pre-experimental attributÍon question-

naire regarding what factors they believe determíne the landing of the

disk when it is dropped either by the subjecr (skill condirion) or by

the experimenter from a container into the cup located on top of the

suitcase (chance condition). Subjects then compleËed a questionnaire

asking them the largest percenËage of failures that would be required

ín order for them to sti1l consider that they had succeeded (mÍn" e.s")

and the smallest percentage of successes that would be required ín

order for them to still consider thaË they had failed (max. e.f.) on

the task. They were then randomly assigned to either skíll or chance

condítions and to either Ëhe min" ê.s., 70%r 3O%, or max. e.f. rein-

forcement condition. AfÈer performÍng forty trials on the dÍsk-

dropping task in which they stated, prior to each tria1, their expect-

ancies for success on all future ËrÍa1s, subjects compleËed a post-

experímental attribution questionnaire asking Ëhem i,shat factors they

believed determined the landing of the dÍsk. Finally, an ar¡rareness

questionnaire was presented to subjects in order to determine whether

or not suspicion regarding the apparatus or experimenter activities

existed and whether or not they viertred themselves as successes at the

end of the experiment. Subjects were debriefed in two stages. FirsË,

just prior to leaving the experimental room they were given a general

descríption of the experiment" Second, a letter ü7as maí1ed to all

subjects further explaining the experiment and reporting the results.
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The results supported all of the five hypot.heses advanced by

Ëhe researcher:

(1) SubjecËs under skil1 conditions attributed signífÍcanË1y

more disk control to rrskil1rl, while subjects under chance condítíons

attributed significantly more disk control to rrchancerr (hypothesis

one).

(2) Ski1l conditions produced significantly higher initial-1ong-

range reinforcement expectancies than did chance conditions (hypothesis

2b), whíLe inËernality-externality (hypoËhesís 2a) and 1eve1 of rein-

forcement (hypothesis 2c) had no effecÈ upon subjects i initial-long-

range reínforcement expectancÍes.

(3) Ski11 conditions produced significantly hígher later-long-

range reinforcement expecLancies than did chance conditions (hypoËhesis

3b), higher reinforcements (rnin" e"s. arrd 70%) produced significantly

higher later-1.ong-range reinforcement expectancies Ëhan did lower rein-

forcemenËs (max. e.f. and 30%); (hypothesis 3c), and internality-

exËernality had no effect upon subjects t later-long-range reinforce-

ment expectancies (hypothesis 3a).

(4) Internality-(hypothesis 4a) and skÍ11 conditíons (hypothe-

sis 4b) both led to subjects making significantly higher min. e.s. and

max. e.f. estimates than did externality (hypothesis 4a) and chance

conditions (hypothesis 4b), while reinforcement level had no effect upon

subjectsr min. e"s. and max. e.f. esLimates (hypothesis 4c).

(5) The perception that oners reinforcements indicated success

1ed Ëo significantly higher later-1ong-range reinforcenent expectancies
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Ëhan did perceptions that onels reinforcements indicated faí1ure

(hypothesis 5)" In addÍtion, skill conditions 1ed to the same effect,

whÍ1e internality-externalÍty had no effect upon subjects Ì later-1ong-

range reinforcement expectancies.

CONCIUS ]ONS

The conclusions that may be drar,rn from this experiment are that:
(a) tfre Nickels Disk-Droppíng apparatus can be used effectívely

to create sÍtuations that are seen by subjects as clearly skill- or

chance-determined ones wÍth only minor changes in the procedure and

ins tructions 
"

(b) Skil1 conditions as compared to chance conditíons facilitate

learning and lead to higher expectations for future success, early as

well as throughout the whole sequence of trials.

(c) SkÍl1 condiËÍons as compared to chance condÍtions facilitate

the setting of more rigorous standards of success.

(d) rnternality-exLernality is Íneffecrive when the task Ís

clearly defined as skil1 or chance.

(e) Internals as compared to externals make the standards of

success they seË for themselves more rigorous.

(f) High reinforcements as compared to 1ow reinforcements

facilitate learning and lead Ëo signifÍcantly greater expectancÍes for

future success.

(g) Su¡jects who view their reinforcements as successes, regard-

less of their actual 1eve1 of reinforcement, have higher expectations

for future success. However, there is a Ëendency for hígher reinforce-
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ments to correlate highly with perceptions of success.

(h) subjects require a pattern of success and failure experi-

ences before the effects of success and failure operate to influence

future reinforcement expectancies .

(i) IOZ reínforcement is signÍficantly above the mínimal success

point for most subjects and 30% reinforcement is significantly below

the maximal failure point for most subjects. since higher reinforce-

ment leads to higher expectancies for future success (see f above),

70% teinforcement leads to significantly higher expectations for future

success than when subjects define their or¿n minimal success point and

30% reinforcement leads to sígnificantly higher expectations for future

failure than when subjects define their own maximal failure point. It

would seem to be a better policy for investigators using reinforcement

levels to indicate success and failure to either use a reinforcement

level above 7O% f.ox high reinforcement and one below 30% for low rein-

forcement or 1et the subject defÍne these limits for himself"

(j) subjects tend to differ Ín the number of successes and

failures they require fÍ.n order to perceíve that they have succeeded or

failed on a task.
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THE ROTTER ]NTERNAL-EXTERNAI, CONTROL SCALE

Please select the one staËement in each pair of statements which
you more gtrongly believe to be the case (as far as you personally are
concerned)" Be sure to select the one YOU BELIEVE TO BE CLOSER TO THE
TRUTH rather than the one you think you should choose or the one you
r¿ould IÍke to be true. This is a measure of personal belÍef; obviously
there are no right or wrong ansrrers. (Remernber, mark one and only one
statement in each pair).

I more strongly believe thaË:

1. a. Children get Ínto trouble because their parents punísh them too
much.

b. The trouble wÍth most children nowadays is that theÍr parents
are too easy with them.

2. a. Many ofthe unhappy things ín peoplers lives are partly due to
bad 1uck.

b. Peoplers misfortunes result from the mistakes they make.

3. a. One of the major reasons why we have wars is because people donrt
take enough interest in politics.

b. There r¿ill always be r^rars , no matter how hard people try to pre-
vent them.

4. a. In the long run people get Èhe respect they deserve in this
world.

Unfortunately, an indivÍdual¡s r¿orth often passes unrecognized
no matter how hard he tries.

The idea thaË Ëeachers are unfaÍr to students is nonsense.

Most studentrs donrË reaLize the exËent to whích their grades
are influenced by accidental happenings.

lüithout the right breaks one cannot be an effective leader.

Capable people i,¡ho fail to become leaders have not Ëaken advan-
tage of their opportunities.

No matter how hard you try some people just dontt like you"

?eople who canrt get others to lÍke them, dontt understand how
to get along with others.

b.

5. a.

b"

6. a.

b"

a.7"

b"
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I more strqElly believe that:

8. a. Heredity plays the major role Ín determíning onets personality.

b" rt ís oners experênces in life which determine what theyrre
1ike.

9" a. f have often found thaË üihat is going to happen will happen"

b" Trusting to faËe has never Ëurned ouË as well for me as makíng
a decísion to take a definite course of action"

10. a" f¡ the case of the well prepared student there is rarely íf ever
such a thing as an unfair test"

b. Many tínres exam questions Ëend to be so unrelated to course v¡ork
that studying is really useless.

11" a. Becoming a success is a matter of hard r¿ork, luck has little or
nothing to do with it.

b. Getting a good job depends maínly on being in the right place
aË the ríght time.

!2" a" The average cLtízen can have an influence in government decisions.

b. This world is run by the few people in power, and there is not
too much the little guy can do about ít"

13" a. ilhen I make plans, I am almost certain that I can make them work.

b. It is not always wise to plan too far ahead because many thíngs
Ëurn out to be a matter of good or bad fortune anyhow"

L4" a. There are certain people who are jusË no good.

b. There is some good ín everybody.

15. a. In my case gettíng what f want has little or nothing to do wiËh
luck.

b. Many times we might jusÊ as r¿ell decide what Ëo do by flipping
a coin.

16. a. trüho gets to be the boss often depends on who was lucky enough
Ëo be Ín the right place first.

b" GeËtíng people to do the righL thing depends upon ability, luck
has little or nothíng Ëo do wiËh it"
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I sËronglv believC that:

17" a" As far as world affaÍrs are concerned, most of us are the vic-
tims of forces \.4re can neither understand, nor control.

b" By taking an active part in polÍtical and social affairs the
people can control world events

18. a. Most people dontt realíze the extent to which their lives are
controlled by accidenËal happenings.

b" There really is no such thing as rrlucktr.

19. a" One should always be willíng to admiË hÍs mistakes.

b. It is usually best to cover up oners misLakes.

20. a. It is hard Ëo know whether or not a person really likes you

b. How many friends you have depends upon how nice a persoÍì. you
are"

2L" a. In the long run the bad things that happen to us are balanced
by Èhe good ones"

b. Most misfortunes are the result of lack of ability, ignorance,
laziness, or all three.

22" a. TrliËh enough effort T¡re can wipe out political corruption.

b. It is difficult for people to have rm:ch control over the things
politicians do in office.

23" a. Sometimes I canrt understand how teachers arrive at the grades
they give.

b. There is a direct connection between how hard I study and the
grades I get"

24" a" A good leader expects people to decide for themselves what they
should do"

b" A good leader makes iL clear to everybody what their jobs are.

25" a" Many times I feel thaË I have little influence over the things
that happen to me.

b. It is impossible for me to believe that chances or luck plays
an important role in my life"
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I str-o4g.ly believe that:

26" a" People are lonely because they d.on tt try to be frÍendly.
b' Therers noË mrch use ín trying too hard. to please people, i.fthey like you, Ëhey like you.

27 " a" There Ís too much emphasÍs on athletics Ín hígh school"

b" Team sports are an excellent way to build character"

28" a. trühat happens to me is my orün doing.

b. sometÍmes r feer. that r donrt have enough control over Ëhedirection my lÍfe is taking.

29" a" MosË of Ëhe time f cantt understand why politicians behave theway they do"

b" rn the long run the people are responsibre for bad government
on a naÈional as well as a locaL level"
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE SKILL GROUP

f¡r front of you is a suitcase containing everyËhÍng needed to

perform a disk-droppíng task" vühen the lid of the suitcase is opened,

you can see Ëhe black, level surface of a board which serves as a sort

of counLer top for the suitcase" underneath this board is a complex

and delicate system of gears and other balancing mechanisms whích per-

mit the suitcase to be perfectly balanced within one hundredths of an

inch" ùr top of the board are located a cup, a dísk to be dropped into

the cup, and a black Índicator block to be placed into one of the tr¿o

compartments to register how you expect the dropped disk to 1and. The

disk as you can see, is marked with an trArr on one side and a ttBtr on the

other "

The object of the disk-dropping task is to see how well you can

predict the landing of the disk when you drop the disk skillfully into

the cup. How the disk does land depends upon your skÍll. Please note

that you must drop the disk carefully from above the top of thenrler.

Let me demonstrate hor¡ the task T^rorks. Actually I have practiced this

task for some tÍme and I am getting somewhat skillful at it. For ex-

ample, Íf f predict that I will get five consecutive A-landings of the

dísk followed by five consecutive B-landings, I would start by placíng

the black indícator block into the A compartment and then drop the disk

skillfully from my hand into the cup on the board. Letns see how the

disk does land for ten consecutive trials. (The experimenter then

drops the dísk two times and fails on both trials). She halts moment-
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arLly and then states, "Oh, I must have forgotten to level the board

when I opened the suitcase'r. The experÍmenter turns the two knobs on

the sides of the suitcase and gauges how 1evel the cup is through the

use of a bubble level which fits over the cup. The experimenter then

says, rt,{ow letns see if f can get five Ars followed by five Brs (The

experimenter then drops the disk fÍve times getting five consecutive

A-landings and then places the black indicator block into the B compart-

ment and drops the dÍsk five more times getting five consecutive

B-landings. )

Before you start, please fill out this questionnaire before you.

(The subject fills out the pre-experÍmental questionnaire regardíng

what factors she believes contríbutes to such a task as this one in

terms of attributing certaín percentages to each of 10 staLements inclu-

ding skill-determined factors and chance-determined factors") Thank you"

Now I would like for you to attend to these scales. The experimenter

reads the instructions for the min. e.s. and max. e.f. scales and then

says, rtPlease complete this questíonnairert" (The subject completes the

questíonnaire, after which the experimenter examines it, and places it

out of sight" )

Good" Now Ëell me, on what percentage of all future drops of

the dÍsk do you expect the disk to land as you say it will land? (The

subject states her expectancy for success on all future trials and the

experimenter records these statements by circling the appropríate per-

centage on the data sheet " )

All right now wÍthout letËíng me see whaË you are doing please
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indicate how you expect the disk to land on the first drop by placing

the black indicator block into either the A or the B compartment. (The

subjecË places the indicator block ínto one of the two compartments.)

Now drop the disk. (The subject drops the disk from her hand

into the cup" )

How did you say the disk would land? (The subject staLes either

A or B and the experimenter cÍrcles the response on the data sheet. )

How did the dÍsk land? (The subject sËates how it did land, the

experimenter removes the top of the screen hiding Ëhe compartmenË and

agrees, then circles either S or F on the data sheet" )

After 40 tríals the experimenter says, rlrlow that you have gone

through this part of the experiment, I would like to know whaË factors

you think contributed mosË to the way the disk landed. Please fill out

this quesËionnaire.rt (The subject fi1ls out the post-experimental

attributíon questionnaÍre") Then the experimenter presents the subject

with the a\¡¡areness questionnaire and states, tFinally, before you leave

please anslrler these questions.rt (The subject fills out the arirareness

questionnaire. ) Fo11owíng this the subjecl is debriefed as described

below:

Debriefing of Ëhe subject was performed in t\^/o stages. The first

sLage occurred inrnediately after the experÍment but before the subject

left the experimental room. Debriefing in this stage included a rather

general descrÍption of the experiment but did not Ínclude informaËion

whích would interfere with the study if it T¡¡ere conveyed to oËher sub-

jects parËicÍpatíng in the experiment laËer" The first stage debríefing
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consÍsted of the fo1lowÍng statements:

Now that you have completed the experiment, I would like to ex-
p1aÍn Ëo you i¿hat the experiment T¡ras all about. you may recall
that I asked you throughout the experimental task to indicate Ëhe
percentage of all future drops of the disk in which you expecËed
the dÍsk to land as you said it would land. tr{e have found in
previous research that some individuals tend to change their ex-
pectaLÍons for success on thís task according to their pasË per-
formance on ít, while other índividuals do not. The present ex-
periment is being conducted Ín order to further explore these Ín-
dividual differences in terms of expectancy. r have your name and
address, and a letter will be sent to you after the data analysis
since you may be interested in the resulËs of thÍs study. Thank
you very rm:ch for participating in the study"

The second stage of the debriefing process consisted of the

above mentioned letter ín r¿hich each subject vras informed about the

following:

(a) the results of the study.

(b) her posítion along the continuum of internality-externality

(r¿hich up to this point she would noË have knov¡n).

(c) the fact that since the present study used a statistÍcal

analysis, the reported findings may represent group trends rather than

the fact that all internal subjects behaved one vüay and all external

subjects behaved another; and finally,

(d) how the subject could contacË the experimenter Íf she had

further questions about the study.
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]NSTRUCTTONS FOR THE CTIANCE GROUP

fn front of you is a suitcase conËaining everything needed to

perform a disk-dropping task. when the 1id of the suitcase is opened

you can see the black, leve1 surface of a board which serves as sort

of a counter Ëop for the suitcase. Underneath this board is a complex

and delicate system of gears and other balancing mechanísms which per-

mit the suitcase to be perfectly balanced wÍthin one hundredths of an

inch. on top of the board are located a cup, a disk to be dropped into

Ëhe cup, and a black indÍcator block to be placed into one of the two

compartments to register how you expect the dropped disk to 1and. The

disk, as you can see, is marked with an rrArr on one síde and a rrBrt on

the other.

The objecE of the disk-dropping task is to see how well you can

guess the landing of the disk when f drop the disk blindly inËo the cup.

How the disk does land depends upon chance. Please note that r must

drop the dísk blindlv from above the top of the ruler. Let me demon-

strate how the disk-dropping task rvorks. For example, if f guess Ëhat

ï will get five consecutive A-landings of the disk followed by five

consecutive B-landings, I would start by placing the black indicator

block into the A compartment and then drop the disk blindly from this

container into this cup on the board. Letrs see how Ëhe disk does land

for ten consecutive tría1s. (The experimenter then drops the disk

five times and fails two out of the five trials (/É1 and /É3) and then

places the black indicaËor block into the B compartmenE and drops the
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disk five more tÍmes failing on Èhree out of the fíve trials (ilft, lns,

an¿ /É5)" )

Before you starË, please fill out this questionnaire before you.

(The subject fills out the pre-experimental questionnaire regardíng

what facËors she believes contributes Ëo such a task as Ëhis one in

Ëerms of attributing cerËain percentages Ëo each of 10 statements in-

cluding skill-determined and chance-deËermined factors,) Thank you.

Now I would like for you to attend to these scales. The experimenter

reads the instrucËions for the min. e.s. and max. e.f" scales and then

says ) trPlease complete this questionnairerr. (The subject completes Ëhe

questionnaÍre, after which the experimenter examines it, and places it

out of sight")

Good. Now tell me, on what percentage of all future drops of

the dísk do you expect the disk to land as yorr say iË r,,¡i11 land? (The

subject states her expectancy for success on all future trials and the,

experimenter records these statements by circling the approproiate

percentage on the data sheet. )

All right now without letËing me see what you are doíng please

indicate how you expect the disk Ëo land on the first drop by placing

the black indicator block into either the A or the B compartment. (The

subject places the block inËo one of the t\^ro compartments.)

Nor^¡ I rvi1l drop the disk. (The experÍmenter drops the disk from

the contaíner into Ëhe cup. )

How did you say the disk would land? (The subject states either

A or B and the experimenter circles Ëhe response on Ëhe data sheet")
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How did rhe dísk land? (The subject states how it did land and

the experimenter removes the top of the screen hiding the compartments

and agrees, then circles either S or F on the data sheet.)

Af ter 40 trials the experimenter says, rrlrior,¡ that you have gone

through this part of the experíment, I would like to know what factors

you think contributed most to the way the dísk landed. Please fill out

thís questionnaíre.rr (The subject fills out the post-experÍmental

atËribution questionnaire" ) Then the experimenter presents the subject

r¿ith the aT¡/areness questÍonnaÍre and states, rFinally, before you

leave please ans!,/er these questions" (The subject fills out the a\¡rare-

ness questionnaire. ) Following this the subject is debriefed as

described below:

Debríefing of the subject was performed in t!üo stages. The first

stage occurred irnmediately after the experiment but before the subject

left the experimental room. Debriefing in this stage included a rather

general description of the experiment but did not include information

which r¿ould interfere with the study if it r,{ere conveyed to other sub-

jects participatÍng in the experiment 1ater" The first stage debrief-

ing consisted of the following statements:

Now that you have completed the experíment, r would like to ex-
plain to you i¿hat the experiment was all about" you may recall
thaË r asked you throughout the experimental task to índicate the
percenËage of all future drops of the disk in which you expected
the disk to land as you said ít would land" W'e have found in
previous research that some individuals tend to change their ex-
pectancies for success on this task according to their pasË per-
formance on it, while oËher individuals do not. The present ex-
periment is being conducted ín order to further explore these
individual dÍfferences in terms of expectancy. r have your name
and address, and a letter r¿i1l be senË to you after the data
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analysis since you may be interested in the results of thÍs study.
Thank you very much for participaËing in the study.

The second stage of the debriefing process consisted of the

above menLioned letter ín which each subject was informed about the

fo1lowíng:

(a) the results of the srudy.

(b) her posiËion along Ëhe contÍnuum of internality-externality

(which up to this point she would not have known)

(c) the fact that since the present study used a statistical

analysÍs, the reported findÍngs may represent group trends rather than

the fact that all internal subjects behaved one T/ray and all external

subjects behaved another; and fina1ly,

(d) how the subject could contact Ëhe experimenter if she had

further questions about the study.
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SUCCÐSS-F'ATLUA,E ESTTMAT'E STïEET

The scale at the bottom of the page indicates h.ow often (Ín percentage) üne cân
correctly anticipate the ianding of the disk in the exper.'rrnent. The scale extends
-from 070 (never correct) to 10070 (always correct).

I{owever, the same percentage may mean dÍfferent things to different peopie.
V/hat one person considers success m.ay to another represent failure. Therefore,
on this sheet you are asked to estimate:

IIow h:1g[ a percentage could you obtain and still feel you had failed on the
disk dropping task ? ( Mauk an ?rFrt in the box opposite the most appropriate
percentage. )

I{ow low a percentage couLd you obtain and stilL feelyou had succeeded on the
disk dropping task ? ( iv{arl'" an rrsr? in the box opposite tl¡e most appropri.ate
percentage. )
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* = Successes
- = Failures
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POST-EXPER]MENTAL ATTRIBUT ION QUEST IONNAIRE

Ð ÏSTí *D,-8, CP PÏ¡IG T A SK

Yon may have îeLt ihat cextaíi:r f¿ctors in the lrdi-sie*dropiling taskrr determine
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eontribut¡.olL you leel eaeb of 'fte fo-iLorvrng factors ynuzeø !-¡:. dctermini.ng horv the
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AI{ARENESS QUEST ]ONNAIRE

In order to better evaluate this experiment and to gain sug-
gestions about future related ones please ansvrer the following quesËions.

1. WhaË are some of your reactions to this task? Trlhat did you think of
it?

2" Generally speakÍng, would you qualify yourself as a success on Ëhis
task? If yes, why and if no, why noË?

3. How did you go about deciding whích side to choose when the disk was
dropped ?

4" trùhat díd you observer and what was the most significanË thoughts and
feelings you had during Ëhe experiment?

5. l^ihat r¡iere the most significant or unusual things that you found the
experimenter doing?

6" Any addiËÍona1 conunents or suggestions you have will be appreciaËed"
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DEBRTEF]NG I,ETTER

Christene hrilliams
69 Hampshíre Bay
St. Boníface 6

Manitoba
Telephone: 247-5336

Dear

This past vrinter you participated in the experiment LOCE" At
Ëhat time I was able to give you only a sma1l amount of ínforrnation
about the experiment. This letËer is being \,üritten to report to you
Ëhe results of that study and to convey Eo you additíonal information
regarding your parLicular part in the study"

You may recall Ëhat after the experiment I told you that the
study Ìüas concerned with expectations. More specifically, the sËudy
investigated dífferences in expectancies as a funcËion of individuals
being placed in different kinds of siËuaEions. That is, the study
investigated differences in expectations as a result of either subjects
dropping the disk from their o\¡rn hand into the cup, or the experÍmenter
placing the disk ínto a container, shaking ít, and then dropping it'in-
Éo the cup" If one drops the disk herself, the way the disk lands is
more a matter of skíll than chance, whíle if the experimenter drops the
disk blindly into the cup the way the disk lands is more a matter of
chance than skill. It has been found in prior research that subjects
under skill condítions as compared to chance conditions learn more rap-
ídly, are more motivaËed, and often use their past perfornance on a
task to gauge their future performance on it. The LOCE study was inter-
ested in determining whether or not subjects s expectations for future
success on the dÍsk dropping task would be different for subjects drop-
ping the disk themselves (ski11 condition) as compared to subjects who
did not drop the disk themselves (chance condition)" As you may recall
you performed the disk dropping task under Ëhe cond it ion "

Another aspect of the study involved differences of expectancies
between subjects who feel that their successes and failure generally
are due to their or,vn efforts (internals) as compared to subjects who
feel that their successes and failures are generally due to 1uck,
chance, or other people (externals)" From the questionnaire you may
recall takÍng: you scored as an

I would líke nov¡ to share the results of Ëhe experiment wíth you"
Sínce these resulEs are based on group performance, they indicate that
individuals Ín a particular group reacted in a partícular Ey_ë_3_B!91*.,
rather than all internals, externals, subjects in the ski11 condÍtion,
or subjects ín Ëhe chance conditíon behaved in a certain i,üay" Expect-
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ations for future success \,¡ere measured by subjects' responses to the
question r asked before each trial (i.e., on what percentage of all
future drops of the disk do you expect the disk to land as you say it
will land?).

RESULTS

(1) The disk dropping apparatus can be used effectively to pro-
vide situatíons that are seen by subjects as clearly skill- or chance-
determined ones with only minor changes in procedures and ínstructions.

(2) Ski1l conditions as compared to chance conditions lead to
higher expectations for future success early as well as throughout the
whole sequence of trials.

(3) Skill conditions as compared to chance conditions lead to
the setting of higher standards of success (i.e., how often one must
predict correctly to see herself as a success, or how often must one
predict incorrectly to see herself as a failure).

(4) Internals and externals do not differ sÍgnificantly in
theÍr expectations for future success when the task ís clearly defined
as skill or chance.

(5) Internals as compared to externals set their standards of
success (i.e., how often one must predict correctly to see herself as
a success or ho\,/ often on.e must predícE incorrectly to see herseLf as
a failure).

(6) A high frequency of success
of success leads to higher expectations

(7) Subjects require a pattern
ences before the effects of success and
future expectancies.

as compared to a low frequency
for f uture sLlccess.

of success and failure experi-
failure operate to influence

I hope that this letter will help you understand more fu1ly the
aims and findings of the st.udy. r want to thank you again for partici-
pating in my study. rf you have any questions or if you desire any
further information about the study please contact me at the above
address.

S incer e 1y,

Christene !üilliams
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T TESTS FOR RETNFORCEMENT EFFECTS

?osttest
Chance-I¡rck
Attribut ion

7 07.

MÍn. e. s .

Max. e.f.

Min" e.s.

t= .181

Max. e.f"

t=1. 06

t=. .L52

307.

t= 2.66r*

t= 2 "72rcfr

ô /r^u-J
L_ Oo OIôôó

Trial 10

70%

Min. e"s"

Max. e"f"

¡=l . Q$:'s ¡=7 " Q{**-r's

t=3 " 7 8li1tr?'r

t= 9 " 88trtr,'r

t=5 . 88 tr?t?t

¿= l.Jl:l

TriaL 2O

70%

Min. e. s.

Max. e"f.

¡=l " 
pgrk L-ô r ôrL¡r-¡LL_O. /Jô^ô

t=5 
" 46tr**

t=I4 "2 1**?k

t=l1" Jl.**:.1

t= 2 .901c2\

TríaL 40

70%

Min. e. s .

Max. e.f"

¡=J, " Qg*:k ¡=J" llrk:t

¿=[, . ]g*:lr:l

t=19. 68?t..!.r'r

t=L2 " 8B*õe?k

t= 4. B7àL*-*

df= 7B
p .05
p .01
p .001
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Number of subjects rndicating Each Reinforcement r,evel

Min. e Es timates

Internal External
Reinforcement

Level

857"
7 s7"

6s%
ss%
4s%
3s%
25"A

757"

ski1l

2
11
10
15

2

0
0
0

Chance

0
4
8

L7
9

2
0
0

skil 1 Chance

0
4
2

14
18

2
0
0

1

4
10
15

7

2
0
1

Total 4040 4040

Max" e.f" Estímates

Internal

Chance

0
0
2
2

L7
10

5
3

1

External
Reinforcemnnt

Level

B5%

7s%
65%
5s%
4s%
3s%
¿J /"

L5%
s%

skil1

1

0
J

10
T4

5
4
1

2

ski11

0
0
0
6

L2
15

6

0
1

Chance

0
0
0
1

9

L7
L2

1

0

40404040Total


